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Abstract. We study slicing functions, which are called direct con-
nections in the smooth category, and parallel displacements along 
sequences in a topological connection theory. We define holonomy 
groups for such parallel displacements, and prove a holonomy re-
duction theorem and related results. In particular, we study a 
category of principal bundles with parallel displacements over a fixed 
base space. Assuming the existence of an initial object of a category 
of principal C-bundles, we obtain a classification theorem of to-
pological principal C-bundles in terms of topological group homo-
morphisms. Itis shown that a certain object is an initial object i「it
is the holonomy reduction of itself with respect to the identifica-
tion topology. The result is applied to the universal bundle over a 
countable simplicial complex constructed by Milnor. 
l Introduction 
Connection theory has been one of the most important branch in differential 
geometry. Recently, various results have been obtained also in gauge theory. On 
the other hand, as known in a series of works relevant to collapsing Riemannian 
manifolds, the limit space of the Gromov-Hausdorf convergence of Riemannian 
manifolds is not a manifold in general (see [6, 8, 151) Thus, it seems to be 
convenient to study a topological connection theory which is stil effective also in 
more general spaces including such limit ones. In a category of certain topological 
spaces, generalized or analogous theories of connection theory have been studied. 
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for example, N. Abe [I] oeneralized parallel displacements along p1ecew1se こ）
smooth curves to parallel displacements along admissible paths, defined a hol-
onomy group, and proved a holonomy reduction theorem. A. Asada [3, 4, 5] 
oeneralized connection theory to topological fiber bundles using the Alexander-
:, 
Spanier cohomology and obtained various results. A connection in the sense of 
Asada is the germ of a slicing function at the diagonal set of the base space of a 
C-bundle. Slicing「unctionshave been studied in the theory of fibrations ([2, 9]). 
Recently, J.Kubarski and N. Tcleman [13, 16] have studied a smooth slicing 
function, which they cal a linear direct connection in smooth vector bundles, 
whose infinitesimal part isshown to be a linear connection ([ l3, Theorem 31). 
They showed that the Chern character of smooth vector bundles can be rep-
resented as the periodic cyclic homology class of a specific cyclic cycle, man-
ufactL1red from a direct connection. Direct connections have been used without 
systematic study for several constructions in Kーtheoryand cyclic homology 
([7, I!]). J. Milnor [14] considered slicing functions defined on any subset of 
X x X containing the diagonal set△ x, not necessarily a neighborhood of△ x-He 
constructed a universal bundle over a polyhedron X of a countable connected 
simplicial complex K in the weak topology. Moreover, he showed that any 
principal bundle over X associates with this universal bundle ([ 14, Theorem 5.1]) 
by constructing slicing functions 
The purpose of this paper is to define, in a topological connection theory, 
slicing functions, parallel displacements along sequences, and their holonomy 
groups as an analogue of those in [I], and study their fundamental properties. 
The main results are holonomy reduction theorems (Theorems 6.3 and 7.5), and a 
classification theorem _(Theorem 8. I). 
In Section 2, we recall some properties of topological bundles, especialy 
principal G-bundles, following mostly H usemoler [ I OJ
In Section 3, we introduce slicing functions in topological bundles, which 
induce parallel displacements in our sense in the next section. We also give 
examples, some of which indicate that the slicing function is a generalization of 
the connection in the smooth category. In particular, it isshown that connections 
in the smooth category induce smooth slicing functions. Moreover, we generalize 
Theorem 3 in [13] to a smooth principal G-bundle. 
In Section 4, we define parallel displ acements along admissible sequences as an 
analogue of those along admissible paths in [I]. Moreover, we define morphisms 
which preserve the parallel displacements and study some properties of them. 
In Section 5, we define a holonomy group of the parallel displacement as an 
analogue of that of the parallel displacement along admissible paths in [I]. We 
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study fundamental properties of the holonomy groups. In particular, a relatwn 
between the holonomy group of a connection in the smooth category and that of 
the paralel displacement induced by the smooth slicing function in Section 3」S
studied. Moreover, we define a local holonomy group of the parallel displace-
men1. In the smooth category, the Lie algebra of the holonomy group of a 
connection is spanned by the image of the curvature. As an analogue of this 
fact, we show that the local holonomy group is generated by a curvature of the 
parallel displacement, whose germ is the curvature in the sense of Asada [4, SJ. At 
the end of this section, we study a relation between the local holonomy group of 
a connection in the smooth category and the local holonomy group of the parallel 
displacement induced by the smooth slicing function in Section 3. 
In Section 6, we define a holonomy bundle of the paralel displacement as an 
analogue of that of the parallel displacement along admissible paths in [I) and 
study their fundamental properties. In particular, we obtain a holonomy re-
duction theorem (Theorem 6.3) and related results as in the smooth category 
and [I]. 
In Section 7, we define a strong holonomy group whose topology is the 
identification 1opology induced by a certain monoid homomorphism. Especially, 
we introduce a concept of strong holonomy reduction and obtain a strong version 
of the holonomy reduction theorem (Theorem 7.5). 
Finaly, in Section 8, we study a category of principal bundles with parallel 
displacements over a fixed base space. We obtain a classification theorem 
(Theorem 8.1) in the following sense. fthere exists an initial object of a category 
of principal C-bundles and parallel displacements, the bundles with paralel 
displacements are classified in terms of topological group homomorphisms from 
the structure group of the initial object to those of bundles. We obtain a sufficient 
condition for the existence of an initial object. We see that a certain object is 
an initial object if it is the strong holonomy reduction of itself. From this fact, it 
follows that the universal bundle constructed by Milnor over X together with the 
parallel displacement induced by a certain slicing function is an initial object in 
the category. In particular, Theorem 5.1 in [ 14] follows. 
2 Preliminaries 
At first we pre pa re nota lions of maps and some topological facts. Let 
f:X→ Y be a map and Ac X, B c Y such that f(A) c B. Then there exists a 
unique map k : A→ B such that / o iA,X =in.yo k, where iA,x is the -inclusion. 
We denote by Bl/IA the map k. Moreover, we denote by .!IA (resp. sl.f) the map 
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rl/lA (resp. nlJ"lx)-If there is no confusion, we denote by /1 or f: A・ → B the 
map 81}'!;1 as usual. Let J ・:x→ Y, g: Z→ W be maps. We denote the 
composition (gl rnz) o (rnzli°l/-1(rnz)  simply by go/. Note that if Y n Z = 0, 
then go f: 0→ W. Suppose that X = Z and let (5 : X→ X x X be a diagonal 
map. We denote by j・xg the composition (/ x g) o o : X→ Y x W. Explicitly, 
（／・xg)(x) = (f(x), g(x)) for x EX. If X and Y are lopolog1cal spaces and 
f:X→ y isa continuous map, then 81/1,1 isalso continuous with respect to 
the relative topologies. We cal / an identification if the topology of Y is 
{ u E &(Y) I /-I ( ) U e (!)x}, that is, the identificallon topology with respect to /, 
where &(Y) is the power set of Y and 0x is the topology of X. Note that a 
sutjective continuous open map is an identification. The following lemmas are 
frequently used in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. A su,jective map f : X→ Y is an ide111ifica1ionリ・andonly if 
/(AJI/IA: A→ f(A) isalso an identifi・cation for any open (or closed) subset A c X 
such that ;-1(.f(A)) = A 
LEMMA 2.2. A map f: X→ Y is an open map if. and only if. 111-'(A) 
j~l(A)→ A is an open map for any sub沢 IAこ Y.
We mostly folow the tem1inology of [ I01 with slight changes in notation. 
Thus, hereafter in this section, we set up notation for bundles. For a continuous 
map冗:£ → X, we cal the map冗： E→ X itself a bundle while usually the triple 
¢= (£凡 X)or the total space£is referred to as a bundle. Let冗：E→ X and 
冗/:£'→ X'be bundl_es. For continuous maps h : £→ £'and f: X→ 双 we
cal (h,f) : 冗→ が abundle morphism if冗'oh=fo冗 We denote by Hom(冗洪＇）
(resp. Iso(n, n')) the set of bundle morphisms (resp. isomorphisms). IfX =尼 we
cal (h,idx): n→ が anX-morphism and denote it simply by h. We denote by 
Homx(冗，冗')(resp. Iso x (冗，冗'))the set of X-morphisms (resp. X-isomorphisms). 
For Y c X, put£ 「y:=冗-1(Y)and叱 ：= rl叫 '(>'J,then we cal出 E「Y
→ Y the restricted bundle of n to Y. For a continuous map f: Z→ ふ the
induced bundle or pull-back of冗 isdenoted by f*n: /* E→ Z, where 
「£:=Z xx E := {(z,u) E Z x£1/(z) = n:(u)} 
I 1 
is a fiber product of Z→ X← £. The canonical bundle map is denoted by (l, J'). 
For topological spaces X and F, a bundle pr1 : X x F→ X is called a product 
bundle. 1f 1 is X-isomorphic to a product bundle, we say that n: is trivial. We say 
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that冗： E→ X is locally trivial if冗 islocally V-isomorphic to a product bundle 
pr1: V x F→ V for some open subset V c X. An element of lsov(冗「v,pr1)is 
called a local trivialization. 
We recall G-spaces and G-bundles. Let G be a topological group. A righ1 
G-space is a topological space£equipped with a continuous right action 
p:£X C→ £. We often denoteμ(u, a) simply by ua. For u E£and a E G, 
two maps /1 : C→ £and r(J: £ → E are given by l1(b) := ub and ra(v) := va 
respectively. A left G-space is defined in the same way. A G-space is a right 
G-space unless otherwise mentioned. We call£a J,-ee C-space if the right action 
is free. We denote by E/G the orbit space, and by q~-: £ → E/G the natural 
projection, where the topology of E/G is the identification topology (that is, the 
quotient topology) induced by q{ Note that q§is a surjective open map. A 
translation .function T : £*→ C is a (not necessarily continuous) map such that 
uT(u, v)= v for any (u, v) E£¥ where 
£" := {(u,ua) E£2 la E G} 
Let£be a free G-space. Since for any (u, v) E£'there exists a unique a E G 
such that v = ua, a translation function T: £ • → G is given by T(u, v) := a. We 
have the folowing: 
(1) For any uEE, T(u,u) = le 
(2) For any (u,v)EE'and (a,b)EG2, (ua,vb)EE" and T(ua,vb)= 
（戸T(u,v)b. 
(3) For any (u, v, w) E£3 such that (u, v),(v, 1v) E£•, T(u, v)T(v, w) = 
T(u, 1)
We call E a principal G-space if T is continuous. Let 1r. : £-> X be a bundle such 
that£is a G-space. We call 1r. a G如 nd/eif qg and 1r. are isomorphic by (id£J), 
where .f is a unique continuous map such that .f o q§ = 1r. o idi:. We denote by 
G 冗/ the map .f. The following lemma provides a rather practical condition for a 
bundle to be a G-bundle. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let冗 bea bundle H,hose total space is a G-space. Then冗 isa 
G-bundle if and only if the map冗/G is well-d碩nedand a homeomorphism. 
しet冗 (resp.r') be a G (resp. G')-bundle. For a continuous group homo-
morphism p : G→ C'and a bundle morphism (h, f) : n→ 冗',we call a triple 
(hJ,p): (冗，G)→ （冗',G'} a homomorphism if h(ua) = h(u)p(a) for (u, a) EE x G. 
1「C= C', we call (hふ idG)a G-1110,phism and denote it simply by (hJ). 
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We denote by Hom((n, G),(n', G')  (resp. Homc;(n, G), (n', C)) the set of 
homomorphisms (resp. G-morph1sms). If cod冗=codが：X, put 
Homx((n, G),(n', G')) := {(h,p) E Hom((n, C), (n', G') I hE Hom、r(n,n')}, 
Hom、l'.d(冗:G). (r', G)) := {h E Homx(n. n') I (h.id、i:)E Homc((n, G), (n', G))} 
The set of isomorphisms is obtained by replacing Hom by lso. We call an 
element of Hom、r.c((n.G), (n', G)) an (X. C)-morphism We call a C-bundle 
Ti:£ → X a principal G-bund/e i「£isa pr・incip,1 C-space. 
Let n : £_. X be a principal G-bundle. Using Lemma 2.2, we can see that 
the restricted bundle n「ris a principal G-bundle. The induced bundle J • 冗 is
a principal G-bundle in the natural way. 
Here we recal associated bundles. Let C and C'be topological groups, 
p:G→ C'a continuous group homomorphism, and£a G-space. The product 
space£x C'is a C-space by a right action (u. a)b := (ub. p(b)―・1 a). We denote by 
£P the orbit space (£x C')/ G. The orbit space£1'is a C'-space by a right action 
fu, b)c := fu, be).We can see that this action is continuous. We cal E" a C'-space 
associa1ed ,vith£. If£ is a free G-space, then£" is a free C'-space. lf£is a 
principal G-space with the translation function T, then£" is a principal C'-space 
with the translation function given by 
戸 ([u,a], [じ,bl) :: a-1 p(T(u, u)b 
for ([u, a], [v, b) e (£1')'. Using Lemma 2.2, we can see that TP 1s continuous. 
Let冗 E→ X be a principal C-bundle. Let冗f):£i>→ X be the map such that 
冠 oq&°xG'= no pr1. We can see that冗"is a principal C'-bundle. We cal ザ the
principal C'-bundle associated with冗， A map OP:£ → £P . 1sgiven by 
び)(u):= [u, le,] 
for u E£. Then we can see (OP, p) E Homc((n, G), (げGり）• Let冗,: E'→ X be a 
principal G'-bundle and (h;p) E Homx((n; G), (兄G')).A map ht> : £1'→ E'is 
given by 
炉([u,al) := h(u)a 
for [u,a] E£P. Then we can see that h1'E Homx.c,(n凡O'),(n',G'))and h= 
f,/J。()り FromTheorem 3.2 and the succeeding observation in [ IOI, Chapter 4, 
we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.4. f冗'isa principal G'-bundle, then Iが'EIsox c,((冗",G'), (冗',Gり）．
Next, we recall local triviality o「G-bundles.Let E -.'. X be a G-bundle. 
We say that冗 islocally G-1rivial or simply locally trivial if 1.is locally (V, G)-
isomorphic to a product G-bundle pr1 : V x G→ V for some open subset V c X. 
An element of lsov,G((n「v,G), (pr1, G)) is called a local trivialization. For a local 
tnv1ahzat1011 a : (叫G)→ (pr1, C), put U, := V. For local tnv1alizations a. and 
/J, the transition function釦1:u,. n Up→ C is given by 
知 (x):= (pr2 o<J.o/J―1)(x, JG) 
Note that a locally trivial C-bundle is a principal G-bundle. For a local tnv1-
alization fl., let s, : U,. → E以 bethe local section given by奴(x):= a―1 (x, I叫
Then To (s, 女sp)= y哨 holds.If万 isa locally trivial C-bundle, we can see that 
叱,,.f'n, 冠 arelocally trivial respectively 
3 Slicing Functions and Several Examples 
In this section, we introduce slicing functions in, not necessari¥y ¥oca¥¥y 
G-trivial, bundles and give several examples. Some o「themindicate that the 
slicing function is a generalization of the connection in the smooth category. In 
Section 4, we shal see that any slicing function induces a parallel displacement in 
a natural manner. 
Let£ → X be a bundle, △ x the diagonal set of X, and U c X2 such that 
Llx c U. For iE {0.1}, let J; (I) . ' .x—• X be a projection defined by pf 1¥入:1,xo) 
= X; for (x1,xo) E X2. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (cf. [I4)). Ler w : (p閑加）'E→ £be a continuous map. Put 
叫.-:= w(ふ Y,・): Ey→ E for (x, y) E U We call w a slicing funciion. i1冗 over
U if itsa lis!les the「ollowingconditions: 
(1) (w,p匹） E Hom((p~ 加）＊冗）n). 
(2) (JJ、•.x = id1:_, for any x E X. 
Let U be symmetric, that is, (y, x) E U for any (x, y) E U. A slicing function w 
is said to be invertible if it satisfies the following condition 
Wy.、=W芯 forany (ぶy)EU. 
Let冗 bea G-bundle. We say that w is G-compatible if 
(<v, p¥1llu) E HomG(((p~1 ))u)*n, G), (n, G)). 
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We denote by SF(冗,U) (resp. SF;nv(冗，U),SF(冗,U)c) the set of slicing functions 
(resp. invertible slicing functions, G-compatible slicing functions) on冗 overU. Put 
SF;,wにU)c:= SF;, ヽ,(n,U) n SF(冗,U)c 
Note that the definition of invertible G-compatible slicing function coincides 
with that of Milnor's if the G-bundle islocally G-trivial. 
REMARK 3.1. Let idxn: id、;E→ X be the induced bundle of n by idx. 
Let (印idx): iclxn→ n: be the canonical bundle map and (ulo x idぃuk5): idx冗
(P~111u) ＇ → ・n the bundle map, where b: X→ X-is the diagonal map. For a 
continuous map w: (p~11lu)'£ → £, (JJ E SF(冗， U)if and only if the following 
diaoram commutes: こ9
マ
id*,£ u/.,-,1 I£ 
,. j□ "/" 
xi[~ 三,1
Aμreordered set / issaid to be pseudodirected set i「anyfinite subset of it is 
bounded above. Let / bea pseudodirected set and (UかiE,a system of subsets of 
炉 suchthat for any i,j E /, △ x c U; and if i ~), then Uj c U;. For i,j EI with 
i~), let Pji : SF仇 U、)→SF(冗，幼）・be the restnct1on that is . ,Pp(w) =叫吟加）'[,.
for w E SF(冗，U;).Then (SF(冗.U)) 、 I方 U.j)Ef?1s an inductive system. We denote 
by [wlt an element of IJ!.1; SF(冗， U;).Similarly we have the inductive limits of 
SF,nv(r, U;), SF(n, U;)c, and SF'-inv(r, U;)c. For example, let ft xi(△ x) denote the 
set of open neighborhoods of 6.x in X2, partialy ordered by U~V if V c U, 
and let a system of subset of X-be知 （△x) .~(炉）= (U)UE<!:r2(△ x)・Then we have 
［叫ri{6x)EI凰SF(冗，U)
We have two types of trivial examples of slicing functions. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let pr1 : Xx F→ X be the product bundle. Put 
w(x, y, (y, p)) := (x, p) 
for (x, y, (y, p)) E p罰(XxF). Then, w E SF, 叫pr1,X x X). Let G be a topo-
logical group and F = C. Then w E SF;0v(pr1, X x X)c; 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Let冗：E→ X be a bundle. Put 
吟:,ふu):= u 
for (x, ふu)E (pぶり△yr E. Then, (J) E SF;nヽ＇（九 6.x).Let冗 bea principal G-bundle. 
Then cv E SF;,w(冗,/'J.x)c and we can see that this cvessentially coincides with the 
translation function. 
The following is a slight generalization of an example in I 13]. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X = R, G = Rx and pr1 : R x Rx→ R be the product 
bundle, where Rx := R¥ {O} is a topological group with respect to the multi-
plication. Let Uc R2 with△ R c U and f: U→ R be a continuous map such 
that f(x,x) = 0 for x ER. Put 
w(ふy,(y,a)) := (x,aef(x.y)) 
for (x, J八 (y, a)) E(p~1llu)*(R x Rx) . Then WESF(pr1,U)R'・If/ satisfies the 
condition .f (ふy)= -_f(y,x) for (x,y) EU, then w is invertible. 
On a principal G-bundle satisfying appropriate condition, there exists a slicing 
function, which corresponds to a flat connection in the smooth category. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let T.:£ → X be a locally trivial C-bundle and A a bundle 
atlas (a system of local trivializations). Suppose that G isa discrete group and for 
any (r;, /J) EA 2,U, n Up is connected. Put U,1 := U ,eA > U x U,. For (x, y, u) E 
噂加）'£,if (ふy)E Ux X u~, put 
叫 (x,Jぢu):= Cl.ー1(x, (pr2 o a)(u)). 
This de伽itiondoes not depend on the choice of a. In fact, for any f]EA and 
（ふy,u)E(fがIu.,)* E, we have 
¢―1 (x, (pr2 o /J)(u)) = Ct.-1 (x, (pr2 o a o fJ―1)(x, (pr2 of] o a-1)(y, (pr2 o a)(u)))) 
= Cl.-1 (x,g,11(x)g1J.(Y)(pr2 o a)(u)))) = Cl.―1 (x,(pr2 o C1.)(u). 
We can see that四 ESF応（冗，UA)c.By the definition, we have 
（四）XJ O (叫）y.z =(叫）、へZ
for any et.EA and x, y, z E U~. 
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In the follow111g example, we shall review the universal bundle constructed by 
Milnor and demonstrate a slicing function which plays an important role in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 in [ 14]. 
EXAMPLE 3.5 ([ 14]). Let X be a polyhedron of a countable connected 
simplicial complex K in the weak topology. Put UK:= U店 Kirix lrl, 炉＝
u唸 Oxn+I (topological sum), and 
匂：= {(x,, .. ,x0) E 茫 I n~I ⇒ ViE {I .... n}: (x;.r;-1) E UK} 
An equivalence relation in匂 isgenerated by the relations 
(x,, .., x;,... , xo) ~ (x, .. , .,・;, .... xo) 
whenever either x,-= ふ— 1 or -'i+I = x,-_1, where the symbol .,・denotes deletion 
of x. We denote by [x, .. , x0jthe equivalence class o「(x,... xo). Fix a vertex 
vo of K. Put 
匂．＝匂／～．
EK:= {[、x,..... .¥"1入o]E匂 Ixo = uo}. 
公．＝｛｛＼・,••• ,x, uol E応Ix,=じ0}.
where a topology of気 isthe quotient topology and considerら、 and公 as
subspaces. A unary operation• ― onさKis defined by 
[x1, ..,x1,、ro]―=[、ro,、XJ,.. -X1I 
for [x,, .. ,、XJ:;ヽo]E匂 Apartial binary operation onさKis defined by 
[x,, .. ,、xo][Ym》 ・,Yo):=[x,, .. ,、ro,y,,. •••.Yo] 
for ([x,, .. ,xo], [Ym, .. , yo]) E匂 x匂 suchしhatxo = Ym・We can see that GK 
rs a topolog1cal group with respect to these operations. A bundle元K:EK→ X 
is defined by 
加([xn,... , XJ, vol) := X1・
We can see that元Kis a locally trivial・ principal CK-bundle and a universal 
bundle, that is, EK is co-connected. For (x. (1l , Ym, [Ym, ・ ・ , Y1, vol) E (p。lu)'EK,put 
如 (x,Ym, [Ym, .''Yl: vol) := [x, YmHYm, ... : YI'vo] 
Then伽 ESh,.(加，U)な
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In Section 8, we wiH see that元K together with the parallel displacement 
induced byゐKis an initial object in a category o「principalbundles with paraHel 
displacements over X. 
EXAMPLE 3.6 ([141). Let X be a polyhedron of a countable simplicial 
complex K in the weak topology and冗 :E→ X a locally trivial G-bundle. Us-
ing an obstruction argument, Milnor proves that there exists w E SF;,w(冗， UK)c,
where UK = UrEKlrl x lrl. 
The next example and the succeeding arguments indicate that the slicing 
function is a generalization of the connection i) the smooth category. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let n: E _, X be a smooth principal G-bundle, where C 1s 
a Lie group. A connection (invariant horizontal subbundle) in冗 isa smooth 
subbundle H of TE such that 
(I) T,,E = Ker冗.,EBH,、forU E£, 
(2) ,.(,. ヽ(H,)= H,、。 for(u,a) E£x G, 
where n. isthe differential of n (for example, I 12]) and r" : £ → E is given by 
rn(じ） ：= ua (see Section 2). Let H be a connection and c : [O, l) -, X a piecewise 
smooth cu「ve.For u E£, there exists a unique curve c: I→ £such that c(O) = u,
de 
1 o c = c,and -(1) E Hr.(,) for I E /, that is, c is the horizontal lift of c starting 
d1 
from 1. Let X be a Riemannian manifold. A subset V in X is sli・ongly convex if 
for any (x,、v)E V x V there exists a unique geodesic in V joining y to x, and 
such that the length of the geodesic is the distance d(x, y), where the geodesic is 
1(1) = expy IV such that -y(I) = x. Fix an open covering・r of X which consists of 
strongly convex sets. Put u1,. := UvEt,. V x V. Let (x, Jちu)E (p位1応 )'Eand -y 
be the geodesic in some V joining y to x. Let ji be the horizontal lift of -ystarting 
from u. Put 
wH (x, Y, u)・=ji(l). 
Then we can see that wH E SF;nv(凡広）G and it is smooth. 
In I 13,16], Kubarski and Teleman introduce the notion of direct connections, 
which are in fact the smooth slicing functions in smooth vector bundles. They 
show that the Chern character of smooth vector bundles can be represented as 
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the periodic cyclic homology class of a specific cyclic cycle, manufactured from 
a direct connection. Let KE {R, C}, n: E→ X be a smooth K-vector bundle, 
u c x2 an open neighborhood of△ x,and GL(E) := U(x._v)exi [soK(Ey, E.、）
Note that GL(E) is a smooth fiber bundle with standard fiber GL(K"). By a 
linear direct connec1ion in£they mean a smooth map r : u→ GL(E) such that 
(I)て(x,y) : £,; → E_,. for (、~,y)EU, 
(2) r(ふx)= idi:, for x EX 
Let DC心 U) denote the set or linear direct connections. Let LE := 
U.、,exlsoK(K", E,、,)be the linear frame bundle and nu its projection. For 
re DCK(n, U), put 
叫、r,y, u) := r(x, y)o u 
for (x, y,u) E (p炉lurLE. Then we can see that副 ESF(冗LE,U)cL(K")・Con-
versely, for we SF(冗LE,U)cL(K")'put 
て"'(x,y) := w(x, y, u) o uー1
for (x, y) e U and u e IsoK(K", £_,,). Then we can see that this defin,uon does not 
depend on the choice of u and that r'0 e DCK(rr, U). Since rw'= r and屈'"= w 
for any re DC心 U)and we Sf(冗LE,U)cL(K")'an element of DCK(冗，U)
corresponds bijectively to the element o「SF(nLE,U)cL(K") 
In [ 131, they remark that the parallel transport along small geodesics— 
defined for a linear connection'i/ in£-produces a direct connection r" in£. 
Their construction is_ a special case of that in Example 3.7. 
REMARK 3.2. In [ 13],Kubarski and Teleman assume that the base manifold 
is endowed with an affine connection. In that situation, we can also construct 
smooth slicing function w" by taking a similar covering as in Example 3.7. 
On the other hand, Kubarski and Teleman show that a linear direct con-
nection r induces a linear connection vr in£. We generalize their construction 
to a smooth principal G-bundle. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let冗： E→ X be a smooth principal G力undle,U c X2 an 
open neighborhood of△ x and we SF(冗,U)c a smooth map. For u e£, put 
的：：：：：位C,n:(u), u)•n(u) (v) I vE Tn(u) X}, 
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where w(・，冗(u),u):P1(X x {冗(u)})nU)→ E is a map such that冗o(w(は (u),u)) 
= idp,((Xx{n(uJ}JnUJ・Then H'" := U Hw・・
ue/; " 
ts a connectLOn m E and i , /[w]知（△x) 
ヽ＝［叫 Elim SF(冗,U) then Hw = Hw 知 (6x) c, . Moreover, ifX ts a R1eman111an →ーU
man加Id,then Hw" = H f orany connectwn H zn E. 
PROOF. We can see that Hw is a smooth subbundle of TE. Since 
冗wo(w(は (u),u)•n{, ヽ）= idr,c,1x, we have Ker冗.11nH,':'={O}. For We Tぶ
s11ce 
9て亨,,(W-w(-, n(u), u),1c1/n.,、(W)))= n,,,(W) -n.,,(W) = 0, 
we get W -w(・, 冗(u),u)•n(u)に(W))E Ker冗.,,and consequently T,、E=Ker冗．＇‘
④ H,t For a E G, the equality 
, ·0•11 ow(・ 直(u),u)•n(r,) = w(・, 冗(ua),ua),1(,a) 
implies r, 拿1、(H,,)= H篇 Thus,Hw . 1s a connection. 
Let咳 bethe maximal domain of the exponential map, u E£, and v E 
~n T1<1>X. Put yv{l) := exprr(, ）ヽIV for t E [O,I] and let ji be the horizontal lift of 
y staring「romu. From the equality y, じ(s)= Yr:(st) and the uniqueness of the 
horizontal lift, we have Yw(s) = Yv(st). Then we get 
wN (yし(1),n(u), u) = w11 (y, し(I)'冗(u),u) = Y,v(I) =うじ(l).
Thus 訳（，冗(u),u)書n(u)(u)=凡(0)EH, ，ヽ and consequently H,':'1 c H1. Since 
“ dim H,'.0 = dim H1, we have H,':1 = H,、. D 
Note that a smooth slicing function w which is not necessarily invertible 
mduces a connection Hw while a smooth slicing function w11 derived from a 
connect1on H is invertible. 
In the folowing example, we give concrete expressions of Hw and w11"'for 
w in Example 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let f : U→ R and w E SF(pr1, U)R" as in Example 3.3. 
Suppose that U is an open set and 8if exists and is smooth on△ R・For 
(y,a) ER x Rx, since 
w(・, 凡(y,a)).y(ふ）y) = (01)(y,a) +aふf(y,y)(み）(y,a)> 
we have 
HcW,,a) = { c(ふ）(y,n) + caふf(y,y)(み）(.v,a)lcER}. 
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Let (x, y) e R x R and y(t) = (、¥'.-y)1 + y be the geodesic jo111g y to x. Then 
horizontal lift ~of y starting from (y, a) ER x R" is given by 
(1―-_r)J~i1/((x- _r)H y. (.,・-_r)s・ト）・）ti.,). i;(t) = ((x -y)1 + y, ae・ 
Thus, ww e SFinv(pr1, Rx R)R. isgiven by 
J'i、J/(1.1)d1).wfl'"(x,y.(y,a)) = (x.ae、
From this expression, itfollows that [w 1"'Je .,(知 ）= [wlc.,(知 ）El竺uSF(pr1, U)町
if and only if /(x, y) = f/ふf(t.t)dt for some open neighborhood V c U of 8.R 
and any (x, y) E V. 
A connection in the sense of Asacta is a germ of slicing functions over 
neighborhoods of the diagonal set of the base space of a C-bundle. 
EXAMPLE 3.9 (cf. [3, 4, 5]). Let 1 : £ → X be a C-bundle and U c炉 such
that 6x C U. We denote by C1 (1.U)(; the set of continuous maps .I': £2 r u→ G 
such that 
(I) s(u. u) = le for u E£, 
(2) s(va, ub) = a-1s(v. u)b for (v. u) E£2「し，anda. bE C. 
Regarding an element [sl., 和 （△,tl E I皿~u ぐ (11,U)c as a connection in 1, Asada 
generalizes connection theory to a category of topological fiber bundles, where 
Aい(t:,、r)is the set of neighborhoods o「6xinだ Fors E C1仇 U)c,a map 
研 (P~1)1u)'E → E・is given by 
虻(x,y, u):= vs(v, u) 
for (x, Y,u) E (Pb1)lur£, where VE Ex. We can see that this definition does not 
depend on the choice of v and that副 ESF仇 U)c.Suppose that n isa principal 
G-bundle. For w E SF仇 U)c,a map s0': £ 況→ G is given by 
叫 ，u):= T(v, w(n(v), 冗(u),u)) 
for (v,u)E£2「u・Bythe definition, sw E C1仇 U)c;We can see that sw'= s and 
w'w = w for any s E C'(n, U)c and w E SF仇 U)G・Let U be symmetric and 
心（冗，U)cdenote the set of s E C1(n, U)c such that s(u, v)= s(v, ur I for 
(v,u)EE出.Then Ci~vに U)c corresponds to SFinv仇 U)c・
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4 Paralel Displacements along Admisible Sequences 
In this section, we introduce parallel displacements along admissible 
sequences. First of al, we introduce admissible sequence spaces, which is 
topologized so that operations are continuous. 
Let X be a topological space and xu := U X11+1 1;:,.0 
Two maps p0, Pro : xu→ X are defined by 
the topological sum. 
po(x11, .. ,xo) = xo, pr:,:,(x1, .. ,xo) = x" 
for (x,, .. ,x0) E xu. A binary operation• on xu is defined by 
• (x , y) := x• y := (x, じ・ ・ ・,X1,Ym, ・・・,Yo) 
for (x, y)= (x,, .. ,xo), (y,, ... , yo)) E xu x xu_ Let xu xx炉 bea fiber 
Po p, 
product of xu→ X← xu. Hereafter in this paper, we denote by the same 
symbol • the restriction of the binary operation● to xu xx xu, which is a 
partial binary operation on xu. A unary operation -onオ,uis denned by 
X―: =(xo,x,, .. ,x,) for x=(x,,, .. ,x1,xo)-For xEX旦wesay that the length 
of x is n ifx E X""・1.For any subset 5 c炉 and11~0, put 5(1) := 5n x11+1 
Note that for 5 c X見5=LJ唸 05(11)・We can see that (Xu ・ ，●） 1s assoc1at1ve and 
generated by XU X2, and maps p0, p ,,~, • , and .-are al continuous. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We call a subspace G c xu an a珈 issiblesequence space 
over X if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) • (52 n (Xu xx炉）） cG. 
(b) XU△ X CG. 
(c) {x-Ix E 6} c 6. 
We denote by辺ダ(X)the set of admissible sequence spaces over X. Let 
Ge威ダ(X).We say that X is 5-connected if (Poe女Po)(G)= X2, that is, for 
any (x, y) E X2, there exists x E 5 such that Po(x) = y and砂 (x)= x. For a 
subset Ac訊 put
匂：=(p叫e女Pol0)ー I(A). 
For (x, y) E X2, put 6.,-.y := 6l(x,y)} and 5;、: = 6.,・.x・For a symmetric subspace 
u C X2 such that△ X CU, put 
〈U〉:={(x,; .. ;Xo) E xu I n~I ⇒ Vie{l, .. ,n}:(ふ，X;_i)EU}. 
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Note that for XEX, <Sxx{x) =(PolGr1({x}) and匂 }xX= (p玉）―'({x}).
The condition (a) implies〈6(1)〉c6.
DEFINJTION 4.2. Put 
幻（△X) := { Uこ X2[V、H X,3VE0x(x):V x {x} c U} 
where (!)x(x) is the set of al open neighborhoods of x 
The following example of admisible sequence space is typical. 
EXAMPLE 4. l (cf. [ 14]). Let X be a polyhedron of a countable simplicial 
complex K in the weak topology. As we have already seen in Examples 3.5 and 
3.6, put UK := UreKlrl x lrl. Then, △ x c UK c X2 and (UK〉EJ4ダ(X).Note 
that匂＝〈U人9〉Forx EX, let杓(x)be the open star neighborhood of x in 
X. Then, 阪(x)x {x} c UK and〈UK〉(I)=U人，Eダ'.y,(t':,x)-If K 1s connected as 
simplicial complex, then X is〈UK〉-connected.
We have a sufficient condition for a pathwise connected space to be 6-
connected as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4. I. Let X be pathwise connected and 6 E威ダ(X)with 6(1) E 
ダxi(D.、r).Then, X is〈6(1)〉-connected,and consequently 6-connected. 
PROOF. Let (x, y) EX x X. Since X is path wise connected, there exists a 
curve c: [O, I]→ X such that c(O) = y and c(I) = x. For z EX, fix V, E (!)x(z) 
such that Vz x {z} c:G(ll・Then, (cーl(V,))注 xis a covering of [O, I]. Let e > 0 
be a Lebesgue number of (c 1 (V,))こex・ Let(t;)、e(O ... k)be a partition of [O, I] 
such that O=to<l1 <- <tk= I and l;-/;_1 <e for iE{l, ... ,k}. For 
iE{l, .. ,k}, put w;:=c(t;) and fix V,1 such that c([/;_1,t;])c V,. Then, 
(z;, W;-1) E {z;} X V巧 cG(I) for any i E {2, .. ,k} and (w心） E Vz, x {z;} c G(l) 
for any i E {I, .. , k}. Therefore, 
(X,Zk, Wk-I, ... , W□ 1,Y)E(6(1)〉c6
and this completes the proof. ?
We prepare the following proposition which wil not be needed until the 
proof of Theorem 6.3 (Holonomy Reduction Theorem) but being related only 
to admisible sequences. 
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PROPOSJTJON 4.2. For 6 e威ダ(X),we have the following: 
(i) p玉 ：S→ X is an identification. 
(i) If X is 6-connected and 6(1) E咋（△x), then Pro le加） : 6xx{x)→ Xis 
an identificazion for any x EX 
PROOF. Note that p』6(n)= p~;''le (n) for n~0, where p~'' : x11+1→ X is the 
projection such that p" 
(1) (x,, .. , xo) = x,. 
Firstly we show (i). Let V c X such that (Pcol6)―1 (V) is an open set in 6. 
Since 
(p叫6rl(V)=n旦。(p~•lls(n))-l (V) l 
(p~•> le., ド(V)is an open set in知 forany 1 ?: 0. Equalities号 =Xand 
(0) p。=idx imply that V = (p翌）―1(V) is an open set in X, and we obtain (i). 
Secondly, we show (i). Let V c X such that (p叫.Sx,1,1戸(V)is an open set 
11 5xx{x}・Since 
(p玉，'• (.,})― I(V) = U (p~;•>1(6xxい）¥mlド(V)
m~O 
(p½:'ilt知.,Jlcm.)― 1(V) is an open set in (6xx/xJ¥mJ for any m~0. Note that 
(p~::•)に"x{c))(.,)― l(V) =気m)n(VX xm-l X {x}) 
for any m ~ I and (p翌i(G;-xr.,1)<0>戸(V)= vn{x}. Let YE V and (y,x,, ー!,・,.'
X1,X) E 5,、r・Then
(y, y, x,_1, .. , x)= (y, y) • (y,x,,-1, .. , x)E (p~~~1ll但．し·xr.,1lt•-ll r1(V) 
Let V'be an open neighborhood of y in X such that V'x {y} c 6(1)・Since 
• (6(1) xx 6(1) C 6(1+!), we have J/1 X {y} X {X11-I} X .. X {x} C 6(1+!) n 
(X ,,.I X { X}) = (匂 (1+1) x{x})(n+t)・On the other hand, since (p I 1+! (6l'x{.,)(n+I) 戸(V)
is an open set in (Eixx{x})(,+i), there exists an open set W in X11+2 such that 
(p: 炉1(6;・,1.,1)(,ふ)―1(V) = (6xx{; ヽJ)<,+1in w 
Then for i E {O, .., n+ I}, there exists an open neighborhood W; of、:;in X 
such that W,,+1 x・・ ・x W。c W, where xo = x and x,+1 = x, = y. Thus 
(V'n W, 田） X {y} X {x, 曰}x • • ・x {x} c (6xx{ヽ}¥,+1>n w 
(1+1) 
= (P,+1 l(e_,·x(xl)(•+l))- 1 (V) 
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Therefore, (V'n W,,+1) x {y} x {x, 曰 }x . x{入}c V x X" x {x}. Thus ye 
V'n W,,+1 c V and V is an open set in X. □ 
Next we introduce parallel displacements along admissible sequences. Here-
after in this section, let冗:£ → X be a bundle and 5 E威ダ(X).
DEFINITION 4.3. Let P: (pol~r£ → £be a continuous map. Put Px := 
P(x, ・) : £,o(ヽ）→ £for x e 6. We cal P a parallel displocemenl olon{J 6 in冗 tf
it satisfies the folowing conditions: 
(1) (P, p玉）E Hom((Pol.3)'い）
(2) P(u) = id,;, for any (x, x) E 6(11. 
(3) Ps•y = P、oPy「Orany (x, y) E 52 n (炉 xx炉）．
(4) Ps-=町 forany x E 5. 
Let G be a topological group and n a G-bundle. Then, P is said to be G-
compatible if (P, p叫;z)E Homc;(((Pol2l'冗.G), (冗,G)). We denote by 9!2(n, 6) 
(resp. 免到冗，G)G)the set of al parallel (resp. C-compatible) displacements along 
Gin冗
Note that for x E号=X, Px = i(伝 Supposethat there exists PE葬（冗）6) 
and X is S-connected. Let (x, y) E X2 and x E G、_.Then, from the condition 
(4), Px : £_,→ E、.is a homeomorphism. Thus r has a standard fiber. A parallel 
displacement is induced by a given invertible slicing function in a natural manner 
as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4) (cf. page 283 of [ 141). Let w E Shw仇 U)and G = (U〉.
Put 
戸 (x,,.. , xo), u) := (W.,・.. ,._, o・ ・ ・oWx, .r0)(u) 
如 (x,,.. , xo), u) E (Pols「E.Then pw E 9f')(n, 6). If w isC-compatible, so is pw_ 
PROOF. Since 5 is the topological sum of 6(1) with n~O, we only need to 
show that pw・ 1s continuous on each G(,l・In fact, we can see that pw is written 
f as a compos1t1on o continuous maps on each 6(11)・The G-compatibility of pw 
follows from that of w. □ 
Let PE 9到冗，5).For any n~0 , restricting P to 5 (n), we obtain a con-
tmuous map Pl(Pob)"£・If n = I,then Pl 
(n) 
（崎）・£1s a 11vertible slicing function 
over 5(1)・
~1 ,1 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Let pr1 : X x G→ X, WE Snnv(Pr1, X X X)G be as in Ex-
ample 3.1. Namely, cv(x,y,(y,p)) = (ふp)for (x,y,(y,p)) e吋(XxG). Then 
for ((x、,.. ,Xo), (xo, a)) E p0(X x G), we have 
P"'((x,., .. ,xo),(xo,a)) = (w、:,x,_,(・ ・(wx,,x,(wx, ふ0(xo,a)))
= (wx,,x,_, (・（叫，,x1(x1,a))・・ ・) = (x1,a). 
Thns, pw E鐸 (pr1,X加 isa trivial one. 
EXAMPLE 4.3 (cf. IJ4]). Let元xbe the universal bundle which we have ． reviewed in Example 3.5. A map Px: (po[6") Ex→ Ex is defined by 
尻(x,,.. ,Xi; Ym), !Ym, ... ; YI'vol):= [入'.1,・.,X1, YmlY,1, ..'YI, vo] 
for (x,, ・ ・ : X1: Y11), [Y11, ・・;YI, vol) E (pob"r Ex. Then F'x E f/'!0(社，6x)c;"・We
cal P人，theuniversal parallel displacement on元K・Since
応(x1,.. , XJ, Ym), [Ym, ・；））I'vol) = [x,, ・・・: X1: Y11l!Ym, ・・・,YI; vol 
= [x1, X11-d ... [x1; Yml/Ym, ・ ・ ・;Y1, vo) 
＝（函、:,,x,_,O 示゜、,.vJ(IYm,-• •, Y1, vol) 
＝戸 (x,,・ • • lふ，Ym),[Ym, ..; J'I; uo]) 
for (x,, .. , xo), [xo,Y111- 1, --- ,Yo])E(JJol~") Ex, we have Px=P"'" 
For any subset Aこ X2,restricting P to GA, we obtain a continuous 
map Pl (pol;, J·1,• In particular, for any n~0, we obta111 a continuous map 
Pl(poic~o、.le,) '£ • We shal see in Section 5 that Pl(poJ,~. けc.1/£playsa similar role 
of curvature JD the smooth category and the oerm o こ f P'叫（四l≪v>oxIm).£ is the 
curvature of a connection [s]_,vri(△ _r) E I堕~u C恥仇U)Gin the sense of Asada 
[4, 5]. Thus we cal Pl (Pol J t.. -the curva1ure of P and denote 1t by RP. C'=-0.rl() 
Local trivializations of a bundle are induced by a parallel displacement along 
an admissible sequence satisfying an appropriate condition 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) Let 7l : E→ X be a bundle and PE &$仇6).Suppose 
that X is 6-conneCled and 6{1) Eダxi(△x). Then for any x EX, n is a locally 
lrivial bundle wi1h s/andard fiber E、:•
(ii) Lei G be a 1opological group, 冗 ：E→ X a principal G-bundle, and 
P E 灸~(n,G)c-Suppose that X is 6-connected and 6(1) Eダxi(△x). Then冗 isa 
locally trivial G-bundle. 
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PROOF. Firstly, we show (i). For y E X, fixc, E 6y.x and a neighborhood Vy 
of y in X such that Vy x {y} c 6(1)・A continuous map ay: £ 「v,→ 杓XE.,、is
defined by 
叫）＝（冗(v),P(c_; • (y, n(v), v)) 
for veEfvr・Then pr1of/.,=7r「v_..On the other hand, a contl!1uous map 
Ky: Vy XE.、→E「v-'. 1s defined by 
",(z, p) := P((z,y) o Cy, p) 
for (z, p) E Vy x Ex, We can se that , ヽ=(,._,)―1. Therefore, ,.、,is a local 
tnv1a1Izat1on. 
. Secondly, we show (i). Let u e£. For y EX, fix c_, E S_rn(1) and a neigh-
～ borhood Vy of yin X such that V:, x {y} c C(I)・A contrnuous map fl.y: £ 「v,● → 
V:, x G is defined by 
fl.y(v) := (冗(v).T(u, P(c_~ • (y. n(じ），じ）
for VE£ 「v,・Thenpr1゜ダ）．＝叫、.For (u,a) E£ 「v,x C, we have 
a.y(va) = (冗(v),T(u, P(c; • (y, 冗(v),va))) 
＝（冗(v),T(u, P(c_~ • (y, n(v), v))a = a..-(u)a 
On the other hand, a contmuous map Ky : V>.x G→ E「v、1sdefined by 
叫z,a):= P((z,y) •c_ . ,ua) 
for (z, a) E Vy x G. Then we can see that Ky = ("l.y)ー1.Thus, ,"l.y is a local 
trivialization. 口
Next we introduce morphisms preserving parallel displacements. Let X and 
X be topolog1cal spaces. For a continuous map /: X→ X', letだ：XU→ X'LI 
be a continuous map such that 
IulxnャI= /n+I :=IX .. X f: x1+1→ X'"+I 
for n?; 0 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let 5 E威ダ(X) and 5'E払ダ(X').We say that 
f:X→ X'preserves 5 and 6'ifだ(6)c 5'. Let 冗： E→ X (resp 
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が：E'→ X') be a bundle and PE &笏（冗，5) (resp. P'E &~(冗',5')). Let 
(h,f) E Hom(冗，が） such that/ preserves 5 and 5'. We say that (h,J) preserves 
P and P'if 
h(P(x,u)) = P'(だ(x),h(u)) 
for (x, u)E (Pol6)* E. 
We obtain a category whose objects are bundles with paralel displacement 
along admissible sequences and morphisms are bundle morphisms preserving 
parallel displacements. 
DEFJNITJON 4. 5. Let冗(resp.冗')be a G (resp. G')-bundle and PE 
el>!'Z (冗，5)c(resp. P'E &'~(冗',5')c-). For (hJ,p) E Hom((n, G), (が，G')),we 
say that (h,. 八p)preserじesP and P'if (h,f) preserves P and P'as a bundle 
morphism. 
Similarly, we obtain a category whose objects are G-bundles with G-
compatible parallel displacement along admissible sequences and morphisms 
are homomorphisms preserving G-compatible parallel displacements, where G 
runs throughout the whole topological groups and p runs throughout the 
whole continuous group homomorphisms. For a map J : X1→ X, a map 
r: .?J(xu)→ Pl'(だ） is defined by 
ドA:= j*(A) := (だ）一I(A) 
for A E 3'(炉）• Let 1r: E→ X be a bundle and P E鐸 (n,6). For Y c X, put 
S「y:= i,_x(S) and 
Pr r :=£[》・IPJ(Polzr,.l'E[,・ 
We call Pr r the res1ric1ed parallel displacemenl. For a contmuous map 
/': X'→ X , an induced parallel displacement f'P: (poJ1.6)'J• E→ f*E is 
defined by 
(/*P)((x11,··•,xo),(xo,u)): = (x、,P(fu(x1, ... , xo),. 「(xo,u)))
= (x,,P(f胄X1,.. , xo), u)) 
for (x,, ． .. , xo), (xo, u)) e (Polrs) /'E. The folowing properties are fundamental 
and the proof is straightforward. 
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PROPOSITION 4 5 (i) The bundle map (iじ1,-.C,IY.A 、)preserves Pr r and P. 
(i) The canonical bundle map (f, I) preserves ./ ·• P and P. 
(ii) // r. is a G-bund/e and p is C-compatible, then Pr>'and f* P are also 
G-compatible. 
Let n: £ → X be a principal C-bundle, G'a topolog1cal group, P : G→ G' 
a continuous group homomorphism, and冗" the C'-bundle associated with刀
For Pe &到冗，5)cput 
P1'(x,[u,a]) := [P(x,u).a] 
for (x, [u, al) E (poler£P 
PROPOSITION 4.6. We have P1'E錢 (nりs:;)。
PROOF. We can see 
(ids x qも:xc'r1((Pols)'£ り=((Pol2)'£) x C' 
Then, from Lemma 2.2, q' := (,01.,rcr](ids x qも心')](10!;).lー:)xG'is an open map 
Since q'is su1jective, itis an identification. Thus, the continuity of P" follows 
from the equality P" o q'= qも砂'o(Pxidc,) Since 
fP(x,[u,ajb) = P1'(x,[u,ab]) = [P(x.u),ab] 
= [P(x, u), a]b = ff>(x, [u, a])b 
for (x, [u,al)'b) E ((Polsr£ りxG', P1'is G'-compatible. ?
We cal P" a G'-compa1ible parallel displacement associated with P. By 
straightforward arguments, we obtain the following fundamental propositions, 
which wil be needed in the proof of Theorem 8.1 (Classification Theorem). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. The homomorphism (OP,p) E Hom(冗，G),(nP, G')) pre-
serves P and PJ 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Lei n : £ → X (resp. 冗':£'→ X) be a principal G (resp. 
G')-bundle. Lei PE免砂（冗，G)cand P'E 知~(足 G)c•· If. (1,p) E Hom((冗，G),
（叫G'))preserves P and P', then h" E Homx.c•((冗",G'), (が，G'))preserves PP 
and P'. 
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5 A Holonomy Group of the Parallel Displacement 
In this section, we define a holonomy group of the parallel displacement and 
study its fundamental properties. ln particular, a relation between the holonomy 
group of a connection in the smooth category and the holonomy group of the 
paralel displacement induced by the smooth slicing function in Section 3 is 
studied. Moreover, we define a local ho!onomy group of the parallel displace-
ment. In the smooth category, the Lie algebra of the holonomy group of a 
connection is spanned by the image of the curvature at every point of the 
holonomy bundle. As an analogue of this fact, we show that the local holonomy 
group is generated by the curvature of a paralel displacement. At the end of this 
section, we study a relation between the local holonomy group of a connection in 
the smooth category and the local holonomy group of the parallel displacement 
induced by the smooth slicing function in Section 3. 
Let冗： E→ X be a principal G-bundle with translation function T (see 
Section 2) and P a G-compatible parallel displacement along 6 in冗，thatis, 
PE 釦~(冗, 6ゎ For x e X, we denote by 6.,・the subset (Px:le女PoIE)―1({(x,x)}) 
of 6 (see Definition 4.1). 
DEFINITION 5.1. For u E£, a map P" : 6n(u)→ G is defined by 
炉 (x):= T(u, P(x, u)) 
for x E Sn(,)・A subgroup 
<D" :=切 (P):= P"(Ei曲））
of G is caled the ho/onomy group of P with reference point u. We assume that 
the topology of① 1is the relative topology induced from G. 
Note that Gn(u) isa monoid with identity element冗(u)and P'1 is a monoid 
homomorphism. We show in Proposition 5.1 that妍 isin fact a subgroup of G. 
The following examples of holonomy groups are typical. 
EXAMPLE 51. Let pr1: Xx G→ X, pw E 9釦 (prじだ ）be as in Example 
4.2 and (x,a) EX x G. For (ぷX1-l,・・ ・, 入:.1,x)E 6x 
(Pw)(x,a)(x, x,_J, .. , xi, x) = T(x, a), Pw((x, x,_1, .. , xi, x), (x, a)) 
= T((x,a), (x,a) = a―1a= le. 
Thus, <I>い）(P'0) = {le}-
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EXAMPLE 5.2 (cf. (141). しet加 bethe universal bundle which we have 
reviewed in Example 3.5, PK the universal parallel displacement as in Example 
4.3, and [vo] e EK. Since 
亨(vo,知-,,••• ,x,,vo)=P人(((vo,X1-1,.. ,x,, vo), [vol) 
= [vo,x1_, .. ,x,,vo] 
for (vo, X11- l,··•,x1,vo) Eむ， wehaveの["ol(PK)=ぬ
Similar to the holonomy group of a connection in the smooth category, the 
following fundamental properties hold (for example, I 121). 
and 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) For u E£, <])" is a topological subgroup of G. 
(ii) For u, v E£and x E 6 such 1/i(/ P(x. u) = v,we have <I)" = (f)じ
(ii) For (u, a) E£x G, ① ""=a―I (])Ila. 
PROOF. Firstly, we show (i). For a= P"(x), b = P"(y) e <D叫since
ab= T(u, P(x, u)T(u, P(y, u)) = T(u, P(x, uT(u, P(y, u)))) 
= T(u, P(x, P(y, u)) = T(u, P(x• y, u)) 
aP"(x―) = T(u, P(x, u))T(u, P(x―, u)) = T(u, Px(P; 1 (u))) = I c,
we have ab e (!)1 and a-1 = P"(x―) E① ". Thus, from the property of the relative 
topology, ① 1is a topological subgroup of C 
Secondly, we show (i). For a= P"(y) e叫 since
P(x• y• x―, v) = P(x, P(y, P(x―, v))) = P(x, P(y, u) = P(x, ua) = va, 
we have a= P"(x• y● X―) and a e ct>". Similarly, we have (!)しc ①". 
Thirdly, we show (i). For b = T(ua, P(y, ua) e <D'u, since 
b = T(ua, P(y, u)a) = a―1 T(u, P(y, u))a = aー1P11(y)a, 
we have be a-1① 1a, where y E 6 
,r(, ヽ")= Gn(u)・Similarly, we have aー1①1a C ① 1/(/ 
and this completes the proof. ロ
Let冗 ：E→ X be a principal G-bundle and u e£. Let / be a pseudod1rected 
set and (6、)ie IE叙 (X)1 such that for any i・ ・、, J E /,if 1~j, then 61 c 61. For 
i,jel with 1幻， let仰：鐸（戸）c→頸（予）c (resp (Ji : Hom(匿）1!(1)'G) 
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→ Hom(但）n(, ヽ），G)) be the restriction, that is, 171,(P) = Pl(Pole/E (resp. 
分(./)= / o i(e,i,<•J'(6;),<.) for PE fi'~(冗）eり）c (resp. f E Hom((Eり）冗(u)'G)),
where Hom((6;)n(u)'G) is the set of monoid homomorphisms. Then 
(95! り（冗,6;)c,'1Ji)(ij)et'(resp. (Hom((6;)n(u)• G),(Ji)(i,1)et2) is an inductive sys-
tern. For i E /, let lfJ;: fi'蛎(r.豆）G→ Hom(ほ）n(u)> C) be a map given by 
叫P):= P". 
Since約゜ /'ji=らl゜lfJ;for i,jel with i::;j, a map l四約： l四 9~(n,Eり）G
→ l皿 Hom(個）n(, ヽ）；G) can be defined. A map 21 : I匹;Hom(但）n(u), G)→ 
{ G1 c GI G': submonoid of G} is defined by 
到[/],):= n Im i'
f'elfl, 
Put 叫 ：＝三/0)皿/fJ; Then 叫(IP],) is a subgroup of G for [P], E 
匹；鐸(n,S;)c-We cal 切([Pt)the holonomy group of [P)i. For i E /, let 
t/1; : SF;,w(n, U;)c→ ク咳(n,6;)c be a map given by t/l;(w) := pw_ Sinceもopji= 
11, 0也fori,j E / with i:; j, a map l皿，t/1;:I匹，Shw(n,U;)c→ 1匹，9!?6(冗怠）c
can be defined. In particular, we consider <D~'.i•z<• x/[P叶外-2(△，,J)as a holonomy 
group of a topological connection [w].,1・~,2(△x) El凹:uSF,,wにU)cin the sense of 
Asada, where ✓f知 (6x) is the set of neighborhoods of△ X in炉
DEFINITION 5.2. Let冗 ：E→ X be a smooth principal G-bundle, X a 
Riemannian manifold, and H a coru1ection in E (see Example 3.7). for any 
piecewise smooth curve c : [O,I]→ X, let r{': Ec(O)-> Ecp) be the parallel dis-
placement along c derived from H. For u E£, put 
判:c0(H):= {T(u,r~1(u)) E Glc 
is a closed curve consisting of geodesic segments}. 
The following proposition shows a relation between the holonomy group of a 
connection and the holonomy group of the parallel displacement induced by the 
smooth slicing function in Example 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let 冗 ：E→ X be a smooth principal G-bundle, X a 
Riemannian manifold H a connection i.n H E, and w E SF;.,、,(n, 島）G as in Ex-
ample 3.7, where "/'is an open covering of X which consists of strongly conuex sets 
and U1,・ = Uvei'V x V. Then¥心(H)=炉(Pw"),and consequently甲如(H)= 
<Dy'(l(X)([P()"]咋 (x),whereダ叩(X)denotes the sel of open coverings of X which 
consist of strongly convex sets, preordered by "/" :; 恢 if恢 isa refinement of"/'. 
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PROOF. Let (Pw")"(x,,, .. ,x1,x0)ecI>"(Pw"), where X11=Xo=n:(u). Then 
there exists a unique family of shortest geodesics (Y; : [O,I] _. X);E {O. _1-1 Isuch 
that Y;(O) = x; and y、(I)=ふ+i-Since rt = w_; グ， Iヽ，foriE {O, . ,n-1}, we have 
(P"'1) 1(x1, .. , xi, xo) = T(u, (w;,~x,、 10 -. ow似）(u) 
= T(u, (<_, o• • • o r;:)(u) = T(u, r(:'.1 . 11;-o(u) E ¥尺'.co(H)
Thus① "(P"'11) C 亨 (H).
Conversely, let T(u, r.1…(u) E立。(H),where (; ヶ:[O, I]→ X);E{I. .1J is 
1. " -
a family of geodesics For iE {l, ..,1}, (y~ 1( V)) vn・1s an open covermg 
of [O, I].Letが>0 be a Lebesgue's number of (;1-;'(V))VE'I and O ='o < 
t'<・ ・ ・< t;_ = l a partition of IO, I] such that 1! -1' 
、i
I~, ,1 ;-I < <>. Then there exists a 




1、1ヽ' ヽ, 0. ,0;・,1、,.,,0;・1 =r 
I . C 
" kー1會,， 曹 I ,. .o.,'  ,J』'., I .I 
＇ 
--or FL . , ’’ヽ,_,・I)・
or . FL 1-0. ,; ． ． 
we have 
fl fl T 1- ；ぅ，・・/1 •. = r o •••o r. , ;, 
= (r."1 o ---o r.:'. H 。
In I," 0 T .I ) 
・kn-I・. I' In陀．？I l・ ,,, .,o.,• . -
fl fl o (r ; .,、1 o • • • o r. o r.H 、
~, ・1. 1 ,1 ,). •)I 1il10.'i. ! 
= (w.H H fl 
/, 『(!).y,(,ら） o • • • ow,(り）-i',{lj) 0叫(tj).;-.(0)o 
o (WH H fl ,(IJ.,,<,:,_,) o・ ・ ・ow,(,jJ.,(,/) o叫(1/).;・,(0)
= pw I 
(7,(I). -;,』(,;;』~ _·, )... /I (t /).i'1 (0)). 
Thus, 
T(u, 誓..,(u) = (Pw11)11(y11(!),y,,((ー,),、Y1(1/),y,(O))E① "(Pw") 
and ¥fふ(H)こが (Pw"). ?
Next we study local holonomy groups for the paralel displacements. For a 
symmetnc subspace U c炉 with△x c U and x EX, put 
〈U〉_!:= {(x, x,._1, .., x1,x) E〈U〉"IVic E {I, ., n-I} : (xk, x)E U} 
Then 〈U 〉・しis a s ubmonoid of 〈U 〉x・ Let冗 ：E→ X be a principal G-bundle and 
PE(!}珍（九G).
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DEFINITION 5.3. For u E£, we cal a subgroup 
<l)"''(P) := P"(〈列〉如）
of① "(P) the local holonomy group of P with reference point u. 
Let Hom;11v(〈U〉しG)be the set of f E Hom(〈U〉;;G) such that for 
(x,,x1-1, ..,x, ,xo) E (U〉し，
f(x,,,x,, ーI,・.,Xわ .., X1, XO) = _f(xn, ヽx,_,,..'ふ，． ，入:,'xo)
if .¥';+1 =ふ_1or x,=x,_1 for some iE{l, ..,n}, where the symbolえdenotes
deletion of x. Nole that Im f isa subgroup of G for f E Ho11;1v(〈U〉_;.,G)會 A
map 
：・ヽ1:Hon狐(〈U〉ぶG)→ { G'c G [ G': subgroup of G} 
is given by 
： x, I (.f) := Im / 
for J E Hom;nv( <U>~' G) . A map r;" : 錢（凡6)c→Hom叫(6(1)〉;(u)'G) is 
given by 
ざ(P):= P" o i く知〉;(o),e:,(●） ． 
Then we can consider <l)"・1 asa map &~ 仇6)c→ { G'c GI G': subgroup of G} 
such that <l>"・1 = :;n(u), I。r;".
Let f2'" (U, G) be the set of continuous maps f : (〈U〉、)(3)→ G such that 
(I)「01・(xゎx2,x1,xo)E (〈U〉,)(3)'f(x3,x2,x1,xo)= le if x, = X;-1 for some 
iE{l,2,3}, 
(2) /(x―) = f(x)ーIfor XE (〈U〉,-)p)・
Let~ 〈S〉 denotethe subgroup of G generated by a subset S c G. A map 
： ,gen : fl.・'・(U, G)→ { G'c G [ G': subgroup of G} 
is given by : ・r,gcn(.f):= <〈Imf〉.We show that there exists a one-to-
one correspondence between Hom;11ヽ，（〈U〉.しG) and fl-'"(U,G). Two maps 
9: Hom;1v(〈U〉;.,G)→ f2"(U, G) and a: fl・'・(U, G)→ Hom叫〈U〉_;,G) are given 
by 
, 9(/) := f O i (〈U〉_.)p),<U〉:.
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for / E Hom,.,v(〈U〉'.,C) and 
a(f')(x,, x, ー,.. ,、ゞ1,xo) 
le if nE {O, 1,2} 
：＝｛『（ふX1-l,、x・,-2,x) 『（入，，¥"3,均，x)『（ふx2,x1,x) if n;?:3 
for f'E :l'"(U, C) and (x,,X1ー,.. ,、¥'.1'、,o)E〈U〉、.1 For /'E忍'"(U,G) we have 
8-(a(『） = f'. Conversely, for f E Hom叫 (U〉しC)and (x,,x,_, .. ,、¥'.1,xo) E 
〈U〉し w,eget 
a(9(f))(x,,, x,_, .. , x,、ヽo)=¥c=f(x,,,x,,_1, .. ,x,,xo) 
if nE {O, 1,2}, and 
畷 (/))(X11,X1-I, ・．，入:,'xo)
= ,9(/)(、＼―;x,_,、,,_2,x)・・-,9(/)(x,x、:x2, x),9(/)(x. X1, x,, x) 
=/(x,x,,_1,、¥'.1-1,x)・ ・J―(、,XJ, X1,入）/(、,.x2, x1. x) 
=J—((x,x,,_,,X11-2,x) • ・ ・ ・ • (、x, x3,x2.x) •(x.x2,、・1,x)) 
= f(x,Xrrーt,Xrr-2,X,..'X,、,3,均,x,、'2:X1 ,X) 
=f(x,Xrr-1, 入;,_2,・ ・ ・, X3,、X-2,Xt,、¥)
if n~3. Thus a = ,9―1. Note that三.¥・I=竺,.gen。9.
For SE払ダ(X), we denote by !?il(n, S) the set of continuous maps 
h : (Pole~ 和）{i) E→ £such that 
(I)仇 P叶知）13,) E Hom((Pol知）(l))• 冗冗））
(2) for (x3, x2, x1, xo) E (気）(3)'h(.¥"J.XJ.XJ.、:o)= frft-,0 if X; =、x:;_1 for some 
i E {I, 2, 3}, 
(3) hx-= h;1 for XE (S、)())> 
where h、,:= h(x, ・) : E.,→ E;、:for XE (6.、-)p)For a G-bundle冗，wedenote by 
的,5) G the set of h E俄（冗)6) such that (Ii, p辺ら）1) is a G-morphism. A map 
{2 : 鐸（凡S)→ !?il(冗，S)is given by assigning to PE鐸（冗，6)the restriction 
Pl which we ca!I in Section 4 the curvature of P and denote by RP. 
(po]i<o,,,.lp/£, 
Note that Q(!J>@(冗，S)c)c俄(n,S)c-Let冗bea principal C-bundle, u EE, and 
he笏（四G)c-Then a continuous map h" : (Sn(u))(3)→ C is given by 
h"(x) := T(u, h(x, u) 
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for x E (5n(u)(3)・A map砂・Yl(冗；5)c→ f2"(,)(5c1), G) is given by 
が'(h):= h" o i （＜気I) 〉•(ヽヽ））(3), (6,<•>l(1) ・ 
We have 9 or;" = e" o g.Put Q" := 3n(u),gen。eりlnthe smooth category, the Lie 
algebra of the holonomy group of a connection is spanned by the image of the 
curvature at every point of the holonomy bundle. We obtain an analogue of 
this fact. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For PE鐸（冗;6)c, ① 1,l(P) =釘(Rり
PROOF. Since 
:;1(1), I 0~11 =三n(,ヽ）,gen O e" 0 {2= :::n(u), gen 。 90~11 =三n(u),gen。e"o Q, 
we have the conclusion. D 
Let I be a pseudodirected set and (6;);E/ E般ダ(X)1such that for any 
i,JE/, if isl, then~」 c6,. For i,jEl with isj and xEX, let 
も， Hom;,,v(く(6伽〉-~'C) → Hom;, ヽ，（〈(6加〉しG)be the restriction. A map 
三，~-I : I四Hom;11v((但）(I)〉l-,G)→ {C'こ GI G': subgroup of G} 
is defined by 
： j'・1([Jlt) := n Im f' 
/'€1/), 
for [/Ji El~; Hom;,w(〈但）(I)〉しG).
For i,jEI with is) and xEX, let, く1;:fl,・'.((5;)(1)'G)→ 忍＇（但） (I)'G) be 
the restnct1on. A map 
三i'",gen: I四 釘ほ）(1), G)→ { G'c GI G': subgroup of G} 
1s defined by 
写gen([/],):= n〈Im/'〉
/'E[/l, 
For the maps ,9; : Hom,11ヽ，（〈(6;)(1)〉!,G)→訳(6;)(i),G) and a;: 訊但）(1), G) 
→ Hom;,w(〈個）(I)兄，G),since u; =町 fori E /, l皿u;= (I四ふ） 1ー
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PROOF. Note that Im/=〈(lm,9(/)〉.Let aE::i"1([/],). Then, for any 
J'E [/], a E Im f'. For『'E(I~\ ,9;)(1/],) with /" E忍'((S;)(I)• G), smce 
叫/")E [/]1, a Eく〈Im9;(0;(/11))〉〉＝〈〈Im/11)). Thus a E言gen((圏、9,)([J'lt))
and ::r・'(lflr)c='.;'gen((l皿¥9;)([J'lt). By a s111lar ar"umenl we have "'' 
： i'([/It)コ：：：it.gen (l巴・ 9;)(1/),)). 口
For the maps 吋：類(n,G;)c→ l-lom;nヽ、（〈(G如〉：(1ヽ） • C), since c;J'o'li 
＝ら，oc; for i,j e / with i~j, a map I巴＼吋,: I四9$仇 G;)c→
—n(u). I 
lim. Hom;11ヽ,(〈(G、){I)〉;(u)• G) can be defined. Put cD;" 1 := .:1 
―’ 
o lim. c;!'. Then 
叫 1([P]1) is a subgroup of叫([P]1) for [P]1 EI匹，y>g(匹G必 We cal 
割'・1([Pj1)the local holonomy group of IP], u・i/1 reference /}()inf u. 
For i,j E / with i~j, letら、：叙n,G;}c→ 笏（刀S心 bethe restriction. 
For the maps g, 灸§仇G;)→ 笏(n.G;), since g1 oり;i=ら、og, for i, j e / with 
i~j, a map Jim. g;: lim. &~ 仇匂→ lim. 茨(n.G;) can be defined. We cal _, ―・I --・/ 
(I皿g,)([ PJi) = [ Rり1the curvature of [P]1 Elim翠（冗匂.Lel万 bea G-bunclle. 
ー・ヽ
We can also define a map I皿霧（匹G心→ 1匹，?A(冗,G九．
For the maps e;': 9/(n, G,)c→ :!l1(1l(G1)(1)・G), sinceり°位=/(i 0研 ro,
1,jEf with i~j, a map I竺，ef':I皿年'G;)c;→ l皿f21(1ヽ）（ほ）(t): C) can be 
defined. Put幻：＝三;'"),geno ¥im_訊ー，
PROPOSITION 5.5. For [Pit e匹峰(1,S;), ①； , 1(!Plt) =幻(Rり，）
PROOF. Since ,9; o <;/'=吋o(2; for any i el, lim_ ,9;o lirn吋'=lirn研olim (2; ・
_, — •/ -, 一ヽ
Then, from Proposition 5.4, we get 
司'"'· '((四 ,;}iPJ,l)~ 琴＇ヽ）~·((四 a,) ((贋~</')(!PJ,))) 
＝琴＇ヽ）'"(四,;、）(IR'J,)) 
and obtain the conclusion. 
For U c X2 such that l1x c U, put 
V(E2「u):= {(w, v, u) E£31 (v, u), (w, u), (w, v) E£ 氾｝
口
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We denote by C惰 U)cthe set of continuous maps f: V(E出） →G such that 
(!) f(w,v,u)= le if w=v or v=u for (w,v,u)e V(E2「u),
(2) J(iva,vb,uc)=b-1/(w,v,u)b for (w戌 u)E V(£2「u)and a,b,ce G 
A map ()し C収 U)c→ c2にU)cis given by 
（如）(1v,v,u) :=s(v,u)s(w,ur1s(1v,v) 
for (w, りu)E V(£2 r ul-We cal的sthe curvature of s E C1にVlc-
Let I be a pseudodirected set and (Uふ.,1a system of subsets of炉 such
that for any i,jel, △xこ U;,and if i :;j, then U1 c U;. We can see that a 
map l四叱 l四， ci仇 U;)c→ 1四び(n,U;)c is.defined. We cal (I皿 b~1)([s],)
the curvature of [sL E I四 C'仇 U必 Inparticular, (I累的）([s]、1¥.,(い・) is the 
curvature of [s] e lim C .v,.(△ .rl -u 仇 U)cm the sense of Asada ([4, 5]). 
Put 
V"(E出）：= {(u,,uo匹）E V(E2「u)luo=u}
We denote by C2 "(冗，U)cthe set of continuous maps / : V"(E2「u)→ G such 
that 
(!) f(u,,u,u2) = le if u1= u or u2 = u for (u, 払四）E V"(£2r砂
(2) /(いa,ub,四c)= bー'.f(u,し1,u2)bfor (u1,u, ぬ）E V"(E汀u)and a, じCEG. 
A mapじ： C惰 U)r,→ C2・"(n, U)c is given by 
t(/) := j 0りん(£叩）• V(E出 ）
for/EC惰 U)c-Let Cぶ（冗，U)cdenote the set off e C2仇 U)csuch that fo1 
(u, v, w) E V(E2「u),f(u, v, w) = le if u = w, and f(u, v, w) = .f(1v, 見u)―1.There 
is a one-to-one correspondence between Cぶ仇U)cand E?l. 仇〈U〉)c・Two maps 
V : C;~,v(nぅ Ulc → 笏(n,〈U〉)c and入： E?l.(n, 〈U〉)c→ Cん(n,U)c are defined by 
v(f)((xo, 入:2,x1, xo), uo) := uof(u,, uo,四）
for (xo, x2, x, ,xo)、uo)E (Pol(<U〉△、,.)p1)*£andu;EEx; for iE {1,2}, and 
ic(f1)(u1, uo, 四） ：= T(uo,. 「'(冗(uo),冗（四）：n(u1), n(uo)), uo)) 
for (u1,uo, 切）e V(E氾）• We can see that え=llー1.For the maps 
v;: C;v(rc, U;)c―→ &/.(冗 and},; : E?l.(n, 〈U;〉）G→ Ci;v(n, U;)c, we obtain 
the equality I四ん=(]兜， v,r1.
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PROPOSITION 5.6. For 
[sj1 EI四心（冗，U;)c, のい([P"'l1)= Q"(I兜、V;鳴，）（［斗）））
In particular, ① 1, Iや (6.1・）
I Elim C llV(冗，U)c-
Uー
([PW']や（△r)) =釘 (I止!tuvu o札）([s)、v,.1<い））for [s)ぶ・2(6、r)
PROOF. It suffices to show that for s E C;~、，仇 U)c, RP'"= v(心） We have 
R戸 '(xo,入・2,x1,xo),uo)= P町(xo,朽 ，Xi、"o),uo) 
= cv¥ -'1 (cv.~1,x, (CV~ 、,0(uo))) = u。s(uo,u2s(u2, u,・1(u1,uo))) 
= uos(uo, u心(u,,均）ー 1s(u1,uo)= v(心）(xo.x2,x,,xo) 
for ((xo,;、:2,x,  xo), uo) E (pol(〈U〉△,)13/'E and u;EE.r, for ie{l,2} □ 
Let n: E→ X be a smooth principal G-bundle, X a Riemannian manifold, 
and H a connection in£. We denote by'-Ii'. ん(H)the local holonomy group 
of H, that is, 甲｛忍(H)= nu'-1"・0(Hlu), where U runs through al connected 
open neighborhoods of冗(u),Hlu is the connection in£ 「uinduced by H, and 
叫 0(I-flu)1s the restricted holonomy group of Hie with reference point u. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Under the assump1ion of Proposi1ion 5.2, we have 
立 (H)叫 '.co(H)= <D,i如([P'"]咋 ,:xi)Jo, 訊 ESF応(n.Ude-
PROOF. Let a E①:；ふ、n<[pw"]咋 [x)and W be a connected open neigh-
borhood of冗(u).Let "f/ be the open covering of X¥ { n(u)} consists of al strongly 
convex sets contained・in any element of・'fl. On the other hand, let V e -y with 
冗(u)e V and C be an open strongly convex set with冗(u)e Cc W n V. Then 
"fr" :=・-r'U { C} is an open covering of X consists of strongly convex sets and 
a refinement of・fr. _Inparticular, we have a E Im(Pw")"I〈u,"〉,）• Then, by a 
similar argument as in the proof of P nlul roposition 5.2, there exists (x1, .. ,x1,x0) E 
〈U;r"〉!(u)and a unique family of shortest geodesics (沈 ：[O, I]→ X) 
k e (0, .. 1-1} such 
that Yk(O) = xk and Yk(I) = Xk+i, and 
a= (Pw")"(x11, .. ,x1,xo) = T(u, 誓，：・,o(u).
Smce (xk, n(u)) e Uゃ forany k e {I, .., n-I}, we get xk e C and lm Yk c 
Cc W for any k E {O, ... ,n-I}. No1te that the curve y 1-1・ ・ ・Y1Yo is homotop1c to 
the point冗(u).Therefore, a E炉゜(Hlw)n字 (H),that is, (1)11• 1 
と四ぬ(H)n咋。(H) ,1',t (X) (lpw" ]_'l'f.(X)) 
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Conversely, let a E'-Iバ迄(H)n'-I;e0(H) and f E [(Pw11)"j匹 (X).Then, there 
exists恢 E鱈 (X)such that /I<u~,〉:'")= (P1'1)"I〈Uが〉;(u)・Put W':= U{V E~ 似 I
冗(u)E V}. Since W'is connected, we get a E叫 o(Hlw,)n'-I'ら(H)Then, 
there exists a family of geodesics (沈 ：[O, I]→ 飢）ke (1, . ,1) such that a= 
T(u, r" (). By ・ ・1Y,・ ・Yru a s1mar argument as 1 the proof of Propos1t10n 5.2, for any 
k E {I, .. , n}, there exists a partition O =点<t} < ... <心=1 of [O, I] such 
that Yk((tL, tf])・ . 1s contained in some Vi E恢 with冗(u)E Vi for l E {I, .. ,m心
and 
Then we have 
I 
,_I・/ = pw 
In・ツ1 (y,(I), )'、,(1,;,. ーI),.. ,ti(t/ ), ti (0)} . 
a=T(u,r:,. ヴ I(u)) 
= (Pw11)"(以I),y,(t; い），..'y店），Y1(0)) E lm((P°'11)"I〈u.、〉:(), 
that is, 1 a E Jm(.fl<u~->') こ Im/.
① "・I l l r.(, ヽ）匹 (X)(pw 匹 (X))
Therefore, 町迄(H)n咋。(H)C 
ロ
6 A Holonomy Reduction Theorem and Related Results 
In this section, we define a holonomy bundle of the paralel displacement 
and study its fundamental properties. As in the smooth category and [ 1],we 
obtain a holonomy reduction theorem and related results. In order. toclarify the 
arguments, we introduce a category C, whose objects are quadruples (n, G, P, u), 
where n is a principal G-bundle, P E &紛（冗，6)cis a parallel displacement, and 
u E£= dom冗
Let冗：E —, X be a principal G-bundle, Pe &珍（冗，6)c,and u e E. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Put 
E" := E"(P) := {P(x, u)Ix E 5xx位(1)},
The bundle冗":= rlr" : £"→ X is called the holonomy bundle of P through u. 
We assume that the topology of E" is the relative topology induced from E. 
Note that if X is 6-connected, then冗1is surjective. Similar to the holonomy 
bundle of a connection in the smooth category, the folowing fundamental pro-
perties hold. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. (i) For u, v E£and x E G such 1h01 v = P(x, u), we have 
E"=Eし：
(i) For (u, a) EE x G, E"" = 1・a(£"),where r" : £ → £is a rnap ass1gmng va 
LO V. 
(ii) IfX is G-connected, E = u(IE G£"")or u E£ 
PROOF. For IV= P(y, v)E£ 尺sincew = P(y• x, u)E£", we have Ee c E". 
Similarly we have£" c£" and obtain (i). Fo1・1r = P(y, ua) E£1111, s11ce w = ， 
P(y, u)a E r(l(E"), we have£"" c r1(£1). Similarly, we have r1(E") c E'w and 
obtain (ii). For v E£and x EG,cじ）.it(u), since 
v = P(x, u)T(P(x, u),v) = P(x, uT(P(x. u). v). 
we have v E£"", where a:= T(P(x, u), v).Since£1111 c E for any a EC, we have 
U£"" c£and obtain (ii) D 
底 G
Let r: £ → X (resp. 冗/:£'→ X) be a C (resp. C')-bundle and (h,p) : 
（元G')→ にC)a homomorphism. We cal (h. /1)a reduction of n to n'i「h
and pare injective. Let (h,p) be a reduction o「nto n'. For PE i~9(冗,G)c; and 
P'E峰叫兄6),if (h,p) preserves P'and P, we say that P reduce、1・toP' 
and cal P'a reduced parallel displacement o「P For clarity. we introduce 
the folowing category C. For a principal G-bundlc冗 ：E→ X, p E &@に6)c,
and u E£, we consider a quadruple (n, C, P, u)as an object in C. We denote 
by C。thecollection of objects in C. A morphism between (n, C, P,u) and 
（冗',G', P',u') in C is a homomorphism (h,f泣）・(n,G)一.(冗',C1) preserving P 
and P', and satisfying h(u) = u'. For simplicity, we denote by Pf 1:. 疇,.the restriction 
£" I Pl(,,ol~)'£" . From tlie property of the relative topology, <D" [ Tl(/:")'is continuous. 
Thus, once冗"is proved to be a <t>"-bundle, it is a principal① 11-bundle. Again, 
from the property of the relative topology, (i£•.f:.', i,1, c) is a reduction of n toが‘
and P「£"E釦鯰（冗叫6)is a reduced parallel displacement of P. Then, we define 
a holonomy reduction of (n, G, P, u)EC。
DEFIN!T!ON 6.2. For u E£, we cal a quadruple (冗",<D",PfE.,,u)the hol-
onomy reduction of (冗)C, P, u) if(冗",({)", p「f'、,u) EC。•
Suppose that X is 6-connected. Then a map s" :== s"(P): x→ £11/<l)" IS 
defined as follows. For x EX, choose x E G.u(, ）ヽand put 
s"(x) == [P(x, u) 
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This definition does not depend on the choice of x as follows. For any y E 6ふn(u),
since 
P(y, u) = P(x, uT(u, P(x―● y, u)) = P(x, u)P"(x―. y), 
we have [P(y, u)]= [P(x, u)]. Note that冗"/<D"(see Section 2) is wel-defined 
Since 
冗u/P'、(s"(x))= n"t''、([P(x,u)) = 冗"(P(x,u))= 入'
for x e X and 
s"(冗"/'"([P(x, u)]) = s"(n"(P(x, u))) = s"((p。:,l6)(x)= IP(x, u)] 
<I>"ー1for [P(x, u)]E£1/c1, we have s" = (n"/) . From Lemma 2.3, n" is a① I_ 
bundle ifand only if炉t'"is a homeomorphism. Thus, by the Definition 6.2, we 
have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For u E£, (冗",<D",p「炉：u) is the holonomy reduction of 
仇 G,P,u) E Co !/and only ifs" is continuous. 
We have a sufficient condition for an object to admit the holonomy reduction 
as folows. 
THEOREM 6 3 (Holonomy Reduction Theorem). Let (1, G, P, u) e Co, where 
n : £-+ X is a principal G-bundle, Pe灸!?2(1,5)c is a parallel displacement, and 
u E£Suppose that X is 5-connected and 6(1) eダ'.i,2(/J.x)(Di? 伽ition4.2). Then 
(n",<D",P「1:.,u)is the holonomy reduction~f (凡C,P, u). Moreover, 冗"is a locally 
trivial <D"-bundle. 






commutes. From Proposition 4.2, p叫6x,i,cul_is an identification. Then, from 
upper half of the diagram, 冗"is an identification. Again, from lower half of the 
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diagram, s" is continuous. Thus from Proposition 6.2, (冗叫 <!>" ' p「£•、,u) isthe 
holonomy reduction of (n, G, P, u). Then, from Theorem 4.4 (i), 冗1is a localy 
trivial① "-bundle. ロ
Suppose that two objects both admit the holonomy reduction defined in 
Definition 6.2. Then a bundle homomorphism between holonomy bundles which 
preserves the structure involved induces a continuous group homomorphism 
between holonomy groups. Moreover, we obtain a relation between Ker P" and 
Ker P叫
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let (冗，C,P, u) (resp. (11. G', P'. u') EC。,where n: E→ X 
(resp. 1': E'→ X') is a principal C (resp. G')-bundle, PE, 究?(n,G)c (resp 
P'E鐸（冗',G')c、)is a parallel displacement, and u E£(resp. u'E£'). Suppose 
that X (resp. X') is G (resp. G1)-co1111ec1ed and (11. <()". Pf f'", u) (resp. (冗1',研，
P'「E'"',u') is the holonomy reduC!ion of (冗,C. P, 1) (resp. (冗',G', P',u'). Lei 
f:X→ X'be a co111inuous map preserviny c and S', and sao砂ingf(冗(u))= 
冗'(u').Then we have implications (i)⇒ (i) and (ii)⇒ (ii): 
(i) There exists a bundle morphism (h"、",f)・冗＂→ n11' prescrじingPr£" and 
P' 「f:."•', and sarisfj,ing h1'1(u) = u'
(i) There exists a continuous group homomorphism p"り、．心‘→ ① , such that 
p1'1 o P" = P"''o /u. 
(i)だ(KerP") c Ker P1'. 
PROOF. Firstly, we show the implication (i)⇒ (i) Put p1'1 := T'(u',-) o 
h 
ヽ
I I O I、ヽ ：切→ 研 ，whereT'is the・ continuous translauon function of冗叫 Then
we can see that p1'1 satisfies required condition. 
Secondly, we show th・ e1mphcat1on (i)⇒ (ii). Let x E Ker P". Since 
秒(x)= le, 
P'"、(fu(x)= p"'"(P"(x) = p"'"(I q,•) = 1,1,. 
Thusだ(x)E Ker P'l' ?
Note that the bundle morphism (resp. continuous group homomorphism) 
satisfying the condition in (i) (resp. (i) is unique. For b E G, let Adh be the inner 
automorphism of G given by Ach(c) := bcb―1 for c E G. 
COROLLARY 6.5. For a'E G', we have p(1'0')1 = Ad ' 0,-, op . 11 
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PROOF. For b =だ(x)E <J)" . ， smce 
/"'a')"(b) = p(1'0')1(P"(x) = P'"'"(Ju(x)) = T'(u'迅P'(fu(x),u'a')) 
= a'ー1T'(u',P'(戸(x)ぷ））a'= Ad0, ーI(p1'1(b), 
we have the conclus1on. 
?
The folowing proposition gives the canonical definition of the bundle 
homomorphism satisfying the condition (i) of Proposition 6.4. 
PROPOSJTJON 6.6. Let (n, G, P, u) (resp. (が，G',P',u')) EC。andf: X→ X' 
be a continuous map preserving 6 and 61, and satis_かingf(冗(u))=冗'(u'),where 
冗： E→ X (respが： E'→ X') is a principal G (resp. G')-bundle, PE 釦~(冗， 6)G
(resp. P'E鱈 (n1,61)砂 isa parallel di~placement, and u E£(resp. u'E E'). 
Suppose that X is 6-connected andだ(KerP11) c Ker P1'. Then a map Iが11:
E"→ £111'is defined by 
h111(u) := P'(だ(x),u') 
for v = P(x,u) E£11. The map h1'1 satisfies the conditionsが1'oh1'1=Jo冗",
h"'" oP「p = P'f p,'0 cru X'11'1), and h1'1(u) = U1. Moreover, every map sat-
母yingthese conditions coincide with h1'". 
PROOF. The definition of h"、1does not depend on the choice of x as is 
shown below. Let y E 6.(l)n(, ヽ）be any sequence such that v = P(y,u). Since 
P(y- • x, u)= u, we have P"(y― ● x) = l,1>"・By the assumption, sinceだ(KerP") 
c Ker P11', we have P11'(/u(y― ● x) = l<I)"'・Then P'(/u(x),u') = P'(JU(y),u'). 
We can see that h1'1 satisfies the required conditions. Let k : £11 _, £11'be any 
map satisfying the required conditions. For v = P(x, u)EE", since 
k(v) = k(NE,、(x,u)) = P'「E'"、(fu(x),k(u))= P' 「£'•'(/u(x),u') = h1'1(v), 
we have k = h1'1ヽヽ ロ
In this proposition, we do not require that (冗叫①u,P「£",u) (resp. (炉＇， 心',
P 'fcu•,u')) is the holonomy reduction of (冗，G,P,u)(resp. (冗',G',P',u'))or h1'1 
is continuous. Under an appropriate condition, we have the implication (i)⇒ (i) 
in Proposition 6.4. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Under the assumption of Proposition 6.4, suppose further 
that X (resp. X') is 6-connected (resp 豆 connected),6(1) Eダxi(△x), and 
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的 EYx,2(△ X'). Then for each continuous map J : X→ X'preserving G and匂
and satisfying f(n(u)) = n'(u'), conditions (i) and (i) in Propo.1・1£101 6.4 are 
equivalent. 
PROOF. From Theorem 6.3, (n", 叫 P「p,u) (resp. (n:1': <!>"': P'r E"''しi')is 
holonomy reduction of (n:, G, P,u) (resp. (n', G', P', u'). Thus from Proposition 
6.4, (i) implies (i). Conversely, suppose that (ii) holds. Again from Proposition 
6.4, we haveだ(KerP") c Ker ?11'. Let h1'1 : £"→ £'1'be the map defined in 
Proposition 6.6. Let x EX and V、bean open neighborhood of x inX such that 
V-'x {x} c 6(t)・Fix c_, E 6_、r(u)and let a_,. : £ 「V,→ V、xC be a local trivial-
ization defined in the proof of Theorem 4.4 (i). Moreover, le(~/(,) be an open 
neighborhood of /(x) in X'such that V}(x) x {/(入）} C 2:(1)'Put C:r(x) := fU(cヽ） E 
61 ・ and let a' f(x), 応 (1) /(.,) : E'「w → V' /{,) /{x) x G'be a local trivializa11on defmed in 
the proof of Theorem 4.4 (i). Then, for v = P(x, 1)E£" f v,nJ'(v;,.,l'we get 
ぽ:_1)o (f X 1/11) o CJ.、)(u)
= P'((f(n(し）J(x)) • c/(s) ,I,、,(μ1'1(T(uP(c~ • (x. 冗(l").じ）））
= P'((I(冗(v)),/(x))•Cj(、),h11'11( P(c~ • (x, n(じ）） •x. u)))
= P'(Iu((冗(u),x) ・ 駅）， P'(fu(c.~ • (x, n(し）） •x, u')))
= P'(/u(x), u') = h11'"(v) 
Thus, h"'u・ 1s continuous. 口
COROLLARY 6.8. Under the assumption of Proposi1ion 6.7, suppose that there 
exists a continuous group homomorphism p" 1: CD"→ C[) I such 1/w1 p"" o P" = 
P11'o /u. Then (h"¥ /, p1'1) : (冗",(])U, p「£• ,u)→ （砂',(])"',P'「E'"',u') is a rnor-
phism in C. 
7 Strong Holonomy Reduction 
I . n this section, we introduce a concept of strong holonomy reduction and 
obtain further results applied in the succeeding section. In p ropos1t1on 6.6 ・ ,f 
だ(KerP") c Ker ?11', the map h1'1: £"→ £'"' satisfying the required con-
ditions is uniquely defined. Recall that fi1'1 is not necessarily continuous in 
general. For the continuity of h1'1 , we introduce the identification topology to 
holonomy groups and holonomy bundles, while <似 isno longer a topolog1cal 
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group in general. For this reason, we consider sufficient conditions for① " to be 
a topological group with respect to the identification topology. We begin with 
the definition of strong holonomy groups and bundles. 
DEFINITION 7. l. Let冗：E→ X be a principal G-bundle, PE鐸（九6)c,
and u E£. We cal the subgroup① 1= P"(611c11i) of G the strong holonomy group 
qf" P wilh r4erence poinl u if itis endowed with the identification topology 
induced by ,,IP"-We call the subbundle冗/{:£"→ X the strong holonomy bundle 
through u if the topology of£" is the identification topology induced by 
J:ulP(-'u). 
Note that the binary operation of① " is not necessarily continuous whereas 
unary operation is always continuous. Hereafter in this section, let (冗，G,P,u)E 
C。;where冗 isa principal G-bundle, Pe (i}'~(九 Gt, and u e£, and unless 
otherwise mentioned, we assume that <D" (resp. re") is the strong holonomy group 
(resp. bundle). Note that since the identification topology is stronger than the 
relative topology, i,:.,_,: and・ ,,". Gare contmuous. 
DEFINITION 7.2. A quadruple (冗叫①叫Pfp,u)is called the strong holonomy 
reduction of (n, G. P, しI)j f (が',cI>",Pfc.,u)e Co whenの1and£11 are endowed 
with the identification topology induced by (!)" IP" and£•、 IP(-,u) respective1y, 
where C is the category introduced in Section 6. 
With the identification topology on£", we have the folowing theorem. 
T1-1EOREM 7. l. Let (冗:C, P, u)(resp. (が，C'」又u'))EC。,where n: E→ X 
(resp. n': E'→ X) is a principal G (resp. G')-bundle and P E 死~(凡 G)G (resp. 
P' E 釦~(n',句叫 isa parallel displacement. Suppose that X is 5-connected and 
（冗1,<D",p「E">u) is the s1rong holonomy reduction of (n, G, P, u). Lei f: X→ X' 
be a continuous map preservin{] 6 and句 andsa1i約ingf(冗(u))=訊叫
lj・戸(KerP") c Ker P11', !hen there e;、:istsa unique morphism (h11叫f,p1'1):
（冗",<D",P「£",u)ー (n',G',P',u') in C. In particular, h11(E1)こ E111'and
p"、"(<D")こ <D"'
PROOF. From Proposition 6.6, there exists a unique map k111 : E"→ E'"' 
such that冗,,,o k.11 = .fon", k1'1 o P「E"=p!fE―’‘ヽo(/ux k1'1), and k111(u) = u'. 
Since k1'1 o叫P(-,u)= E'"、IP'(・,UりoJu and 1:』,IP(-,u)is an identification, k111 is 
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continuous. Put h1'1 := iE'"'.£'o k"'". Then h 1'1 1s continuous. A conunuous. group 
homomorphism p1'1 : 心→ G'is defined by p 1'1 := T'(u',-)oh11'11ol11. We can 
see that (h1'1,/,p1'1): (冗叫が，Pf£",u)→ （が，G',P', u') is a morphism in C. 
ロ
In this context, under an addilional assumption we obta111 the implication 
(ii)⇒ (i) inPropos1tron 6.4. 
COROLLARY 7 .2. Under the assurnplion of Theorem 1. l, suppose that 
（が［か', P' 「£"''•u') EC。withrespect 10 any wpology, not necessarily the relative 
topology or the identification 1opology. If /u(Ker P") c Ker P"', 1hen there e、¥'.lSIS
a unique bundle morphism (h111',j): n"→ n"'preserving P「E"and P'「£"',and 
satisfying h1'1(u) = u'. 
CoROLL紐 Y7.3. Suppose that (n", ① 11,Prp,u) (resp. (n11', か',P'「£"'、,u') is 
the strong holonomy reduction of (n, G, P, u) (resp. (冗',G',P',↓ I'). If I : X→ X' 
is a homeomo,phism andだ(KerP") = Ker P1', 1/ien (n",c",PrE'』,u)~ 
（砂1,<1>1', P'r£'", u') 
The following proposition is a version of Proposition 6.2 and the proof is 
similar to that of Proposition 6.2. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Suppose that <I>" is a topological group, £1 is a fi'e <I>"-
space with the continuous cransla1ion jimction, thai is, a principal① "-space, and 
Pに is continuous. Then (冗叫①",P「E",u) is 1he strony holonomy reduction of 
（冗，<D,P,u) if and only ifs": X→ £"/CD" . 1s continuous. 
Now, we can state a strong holonomy reduction theorem as a version of 
Theorem 6.3 by showing a sufficient condition for the assumption of Proposition 
7.4. We cal a covering (C;.);e/¥ of a topological space X a compact covering if C;_ 
is a compact subset of X for any). E /¥. 
THEOREM 7.5 (Strong Holonomy Reduction Theorem). Let (冗,G, P, u)e Co, 
where冗:£→ X is a principal G-bundle, Pe錢 (n,G)c is a parallel displace-
menl, and u e E. Suppose chat E and X are Hausdo,jf spaces, X is G-connecled 
and has the weak topology with respect loa countable compact coueril'l(J, 6 is a 
closed set in X見and6(1) e咋（△x). Then (冗＂，①u,P 「E•,u) is the strong ho/-
onomy reduction of (冗，G,P, u). Moreover, が isa locally trivial $"-bund! 名
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We prepare some lemmas to prove this theorem. The first two lemmas are 
rather elementary, yet we supply a proof for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let X and Y be Ha.usdo,jf spaces. Suppose that X (resp. Y} has 
the weak topology with respect LO a compact covering (X,,),,eN (resp. (Y11)11eN)-
Then, X x Y has a weak topology with respect to a compact covering 
(X1 X Ym)(1.11)ENl 
PROOF. Put Xi':== X1 (resp. Y(:=兄） and x,; := XぃUX1 (resp. Y,;:= 
yぃUYn) for any n E N¥ {I}. Then, X, Y are k-spaces filtered by (X') 1 neN, 
（兄）mEN respectively. From (6.5) in [ 17], X x Y -is filtered by (Z11)11eN'where 
Zn = UieN x,;x Y,;+i-,・We will show that Xx Y has the weak topology with 
respect to (Xn X Y,,)(1,m)ENJ. Let ACX X Y. Suppose that An (X, X Ym) is a 
closed set in Xn x Y11 for any (1,11) E N2. Since X,. x Y11 is a closed set in 
Xx Y, An (Xn x Y,,) isa closed set in Xx Y for any (n,m) E N2. Then, since 
we have 
An z, = i0i An (X; X Y,+1-,) = (立An(X; X Yn+l-i)) nz, 
An Zn is a closed set in Zn for any n EN. Thus, A is a closed set in Xx Y and 
Xx Y has the weak topology with respect to (Xn x Y,,)(n,m)eN2-Since X,, Y,, are 
compact sets of X, Y respectively for (n,m) E N2, (X, xに）(n,m)eNl isa compact 
covering of X x Y. 口
LEMMA 7.7. Lei X and X'be Hausdo, ガspaces.Suppose that X (resp. Xり
has a weak topology with respect to a compact covenng (X,.)11eN (resp. (X,;,),.eN). 
Then, for any Hausdo, ガspacesY, Y'and ident祈cations.f: X→ Y, 『：X'→ Y, 
the product f x /': X x X'→ Y x Y'is an identification. 
PROOF. A map/: X := U11eN({n} X Xn)→ Y := U,,e1,i{{n} x Yn) is defined 
by assigning (nJ(入） to (n, x). Similarly, a map /・ .X'→ Y'is defined. Since 
X1 x x,: is a compact set and f(X11) x『(X,1)is a Hausdorff space, (/ x『)1X.,xX,~ 
is an identification for any (1, m) E N2. Thus, f x『：え XX1→ Y x Y'is an 
identification. We can see that Y, Y'have the weak topology with respect to 
compact coverings (f(X,,)),,EN• (『（祝））,EN respectively. Then from Lemma 7.6, 
Y x Y'has the weak topology with respect to (f(X11) x 『(X,~))(,,,m) EN2 . Thus, 
a map p: Y x Y'→ Y x Y'defined by p((n, y,11, y')) := (J八y')is an identifi-
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cation. Therefore, since po (j x /') is an ident1ficat1on and (/ x『)oq= 
po(] x ]'), f x /'is an identification, where q: X x X'→ Xx X'1s a map 
defined by q(n, x, m, x') := (ふヽt'). □ 
LEMMA 7.8. Let X be a Hausdo, ガspaceand 5 Eダダ(X).Suppose that X 
has the weak topology with respect 10 a countable compact covennq, and G is a 
closed set in炉 Thenfor any、rEX, S, S、¥'x{x},and G、.have the 1veak wpo/ogy 
with respect to countable compacr coverings respecrive/y. 
PROOF. Let (X1)1eN be a countable compact covering of X. For any 
n~O, from Lemma 7.6, x1+1 has the weak topology with respect to 
（ぶ。 X ・・ ・X 礼）(io .. i,)e応,. Then, 炉 =U咬 0X"'1has the weak topology 
with respect to (Xi。X・・・XX-)
'• (io. ….,,JeU心o''"., . Since S is a closed set, 6 
has the weak topology with respect to a countable compact covering 
(Ein (X;。X・・・XX-))1k (io,-ik) e U,』 ~oN"・ 1. Since X 1s a Hausdorff space, {x} is a 
closed set in X and Eixx{x}, S、areclosed sets in S. Thus, S、＼匁｛ヽ 1(resp s.、）
has the weak topology with respect to a countable compact covering (5、¥'x{. ヽ,n




Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 7.5. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 7.5. We denote restrictions 
i:."'x.r£"1(£"1P(-, u)午
"' -"' ( .,( u ) } X ,r ・こ.r , 1如 l 
Gxx£•J(ide X pJP(-, u)J 3x茂 x,1.,1u1}
D 
simply by (e≪IP(・, u)汀£"xx£"and (id"'x£•1P(-,u)) 「恥じ,respectively. 
From Lemma 7.8, 5, Gxx(n(1)}, and 61(1) have the weak topology with 
respect to countabl ecompact coverings respectively. Since S 1(1) 1s a closed set 
in 6xx(n(11)} and the equality (E"IP(-,u)f1(ぃIP(-,u))(6n(u))= 61(1) holds, 
from Lemma 2. I, £'、 p.,1.>I (-, u)lc:;_,1.> 1s an identification. Let T: £'→ C be the 
translatLOn f unction. Smce the equality T(u, ・) o£'、IP(-,u)I =q,≪IP" holds 
T(u, ・) : £1 ,(, ヽI G,1,) ' n(u) -, か isa homeomorphism. Thus, since£11・ n(u) 1s a Hausdorf 
space, so is① ". Therefore, from Lemma 7.7, (ぃIP(・,u))2, idcz x PIP(-, u), 
虚 (・,u)x <1>"IP", and (<~"IP"/ are identifications. Again, using Lemma 2.1, we 
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can see that (plP(-,u))2「じ"X砂‘、 and(id6 x /;・,IP())「・, u exxf;·• are 1dentificatlons. 
Since 
q,,ITIE"xx/、:"o (plP(-,u))2f PxxE" = ,1,•IP " o • o (―X ide,,¥'x{r.(u)}) 
and (1; .IP(-,u))2「じ"xふ 1s an 1dent1ficat1on, <1>" I Tl £•xx£• is continuous. Let 
μ:Ex G→ £be the right action and v : GxG→ G the mult1plication. Since 
and 
P「1、"0(idG Xじ,jP(,u)H E'xt・" =£" IP(-, u) o •, 
E"lμIE"x<I>" o (,.IP(-, u) X ,1,"IP") =£"IP(-, u) o • , 
叫vloi"x<l>'0(,1,,,IP")2 = <l>"IP" o• 
hold, maps P「がり pjμJPx<I>":and o,,lvl<D"x<I>" are continuous. Therefore, (f)" 1s a 
topological group and£" is a free <D"-space with the continuous translation 
function叫 TIPxxE"
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.3, s1 is continuous. 
Then, from Proposition 7.4, (nりcb".P「)、 £",u 1s the strong holonomy reduction of 
仇 G,P, 1).Moreover, from Theorem 4.4 (i), 11 is locally trivial. 口
The following is a typical example of the base space X of冗 satisfyingthe 
assumption of Theorem 7 5 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let X be a polyhedron of a countable simplicial complex K 
in the weak topology. Note that lrl isa compact set of X for any r EK. Put 
UK= U註 Kirix lrl and匂 ＝〈UK〉 Aswe saw in Example 4.1, (匂）(I)= 
u人，e巧心x)and X is GK-connected. We can see that匂 isa cel subcomplex 
of CW-complex xu, thus匂 isa closed set. 
8 A Classification of Principal Bundles with Parallel Displacements 
Jn this section, we study a subcategory C(Xふ 6)of C defined in Section 6, 
where (X, x) is a topological space with base point x and 6 Edダ(X)is an 
admissible sequence space. Objects in C(X, x,5) are such quadruples仇 G,P,u),
where冗： E→ X is a principal G-bundle, Pe f!>§(n, 5)G is a paralel displace-
ment, and u e£;、,and morphisms in C(X, x, 5) are such homomorphisms 
(h,idx,P): (冗,G,P,u)→ (n', C', P', u') preserving P and P', and satisfying 
h(u) = u'. We denote by (h,p) the morphism (h, idx,P), and by C(X,x, 5)。(resp.
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C(X,、:¥'.,5)1) the collection of objects (resp. morphisms) in C(X, ふ:S).Assuming 
the existence of an initial object in C(X,x,5), we shal see that objects are 
classified in terms of topological group homomorphisms from the structure group 
of the initial object to those of bundles. Next we consider a sufficient cond1t1on 
for the existence of an initial object inC(X,x, S). We shal see that a specific 
object is an initial object if it isthe strong holonomy reduction of itself. From 
this fact, we can see that (元K,Gんh,[vol) is an initial object in C(IKI, vo, 匂），
where K is a countable connected simplicial complex in the weak topology. In 
particular we obtain Theorem 5.1 m [14]. 
Let G be the category of topological groups. We denote by Co (resp. Gi) 
the collection of objects (resp. morphisms). Let GE Co. An equivalence relation 
on {p E G1 I dom p = G} is defined as follows. Two morphisms p, p'E GI with 
dom: p = dom p'= G are equivalent ifthere exists a topological group iso-
morphism r : cod p→ cod p'such that p'= r op. We denote by [Pl the equiv-
alence class of p. Then we have the following classification theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1 (Classification Theorem). Let (允G,P, i)be an initial object of 
C(X, x,S) with元：E→ X. Two maps 
{peG1 ldomp= G}~C(X,x怠）。! {p E G, I dorn p = C} 
are defined as follows. For p E G1 1vi1ft dom p = G, put /¥(p) := (訊codp, 
戸[i,lcodp]). For (冗，G,P, u)E C(X, ふ6)。1viththe unique morphism (h, p) . 
（元c,和i)→（冗，G,P,u)in C(X,x,6), put 0(冗,G, P, u):= p. Then 0 o /¥= id, 
and /¥(0(冗，G,P, u) and (冗，G,P, u) are isomorphic)or each (n, G, P, u) E 
C(X, が:3)。.Moreover,)or p,p'E G1 with dom p = dom p'= C, p and p'are 
equivalentリandonly if A(p) and A(p') a戊 isomorphic.Thus, the induced map 
A: {[p] IP E G1,dom p = G}→ ｛［（冗，G,P, u) I (n,G, P, u) E C(X, x, 6)。｝
is bりective,where [(冗，G,P, u)] isthe isomorphic class of (n, C, P, u). 
PROOF. For (p : G→ G) E G1, let (0",p) -（元C)→（訊C)be the homo-
morphism given by 01'(v) [ I I : =v, G for v E£as in Section 2. From Proposition 
4.7, (0P,p) preserves P and秒Thus(0",p): (元c,たi)→ （元,,C, PP, [£i, Id) is 
a morphism in C(X, x, 6). Since (元c,P - . , u)rs an initial object, (OP,p) is 
the unique morphism from (元C,P, i) to (ir.P, C, 和
0(元P,G, PP, [u, le])= p. 
: [u,le]). Thus 0(/¥(p)) = 
Ler (n, C, P, u)E C(X,x, S)。and(h,p): (元c,fa -, u)→ （冗，G,P, u) be the 
u111que morphism in C(X,x,6). Let (h!',idc):(元P,C)→ （冗，G)be the (X, G)-
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morphism given by hP([v, al) := h(v)o for [v, a] Eか asin Section 2. From 
p ropos1t1on 4.8, (hP, idc) preserves秒 andP. Since hP o OP = h, we have 
炉([i,l cl) = h(u) = u.From Corollary 2.4, (hP, idG) is an (X, G)-isomorphism 
Thus (h", idc): J¥(0(冗,G, P, u) (,.. p)・ ・ → 冗， IJ, ,u 1san 1somorph1sm in C(X,x,5). 
Suppose that [p : G→ GJ=[p': G→ G'] and letて，G→ G'be a topological 
group isomorphism such that p'=てop.A map k : E"→ 戸 isdefined by 
k([v,al) := [v, て(a)『forIv, a¥ E£fl_ The: equalities 
[vb, i(p(br I a)]'= [vb, r(p(b)r1:r(a)]'= [vb,p'(b)―1 r(a)]'= [v, r(a)]' 
imply that k iswell-defined. Since k o q炉 =q炉 'o(idt. x r)and q炉 isan 
identification, k is continuous. From 1the equalities 
冠 okoq炉＝冠oq炉 '0(idi; X i) =元opr1 o (西 xて）＝元opr1 =がoqげ
we have舒 ok=元",hence, k : が→ が 1s a bundle morphism. Since 
k([v, a]c) = k([v, ac) = [v, r(ac)『=[u, r(a)]'r(c) = k([v,a)r(c) 
for ([v, a), c) EかxC,(k,r):(訊 C)→ （元P, G') is a homomorphism. Since the 
equalities 
k(秒(x,[u,a]) = k(防(x,v)刈）＝防(x、v),r(a)]' 
＝戸'(x,[v,r(a)]') = pP'(x,k([v,a]) 
hold for (x, [v,a]) E (Pol2r肛 (k,r)i preserves炉 andpP'. The equality 
k([1i, lei)=回Ic・!'implies that (k, r) : (元久G,I'1', [i, I cl)→ （元p')C': pP'巨JG')')
is a morphism. By the same argument, a bundle morphism k.': 貯,--> iP is 
defined by k'(lv,a]'):=[u,r-1(a)] for [v,a)'eE"'and (k',r―1) : (元p',G',P"°,
Ii, l G')') ( → 舒.G pP 一, , [u, I cl)1s a morphism. We can see that (k', 戸） = (k, r)―1_ 
Thus (元',G,肛Ii,園） and (冠Gt pP -: ，1凡位])are isomorphic. 
Conversely, suppose that (紅G,肛位le])and (元p',c',P八¥i,le,)') are 
isomorphic, and let (k, r) : (元",G,戸 I凡Icl)→ （元p',G'、和',仇le,「)be an iso-
morphism 丁hen(ko01',rop): (元G,たi)→ （元八G',pP',位lc•)) 1s a morphism. 
Since (元¢たi)is an initial objec1t, uniqueness of the morphism implies 
(k o 0P, r op)= (01",p'). Thus [p) = [p') 口
In the smooth category, flat principal G-bundles over a fixed base space are 
classified by group homomorphisms「ramthe fundamental group of the base 
space ro G. We can think of Theorem 8.1 as a topological counterpart of the 
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clasification theorem for flat bundles in I he smooth category. Note that our 
theorem does not require any ・kind of flatness of the parallel displacement. 
Next we consider a relation between an initial object and its holonomy 
reduction. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let (冗，G,P,u)EC(Xふ S)。WiliTi; £ → X and (戸の＂，
叩，、，u)be 1he holonomy reduction of (n:. C. P, u). (/ (n:. C, P, u) is an initial object, 
then (炉，か，Pf£",u)= (n, C, P,u) 
PROOF. Since (r, C, P, u)is an initial object, there exists a unrque morphism 
(h,p)・（冗，C,P,u)→ (n", ① ",P「p,u)in C(X.s,G). Moreover, s11ce (冗叫切
Pf u) is a holonomy reduction of (r, C. P. u), (i,.-•. i:-i,o".c;): (r". (J)". Pf p, u)→ 
£"> 
（冗，G,P, u) is a morphism in C(X, x, S). Thus 
(i£•.£o h,iw".G op)= (i炉/:.',i,~" c) o (/1,p): (n. C,P. u)ー (n.C, P, u)
is a morphism in C(X, x,G). Since (id1:.. idc): (n. C. P. u)→ (n. C. P, し,)is also 
a morphism in C(Xふ 6),from the uniqueness of the morphism, we have 
Ut.·".£o h, i,~".cop) =(idc,idc)- Thus 1じ £andi如 Garc suijective, that is, 
£1 = E and (l>" = G 
?
The converse of this proposition does not hold in general. Namely, even if 
(n, C, P,u) is the holonomy reduction o「itself,it isnot necessarily an initial 
object. We shall see that i「anobject is the strong holonomy reduction of itself, 
then it is an initial object. 
Let (X, x) be a topological space with base point x, U c 炉 asymmetric 
subspace such that△ x c U, and S :=〈U〉 Anequivalence relation on S is 
generated by the relations 
(x,, .. , x;, ... , xo) ~ (入，I:.,.:、f;,... , xo) 
whenever eitherふ=x;-1 or、:(;+1=ふー1,where the symbol・ 入― denotesdeletion 
of x. We denote by q : 6→ 6/ ~ the natural projection, and by [x1 .. , xo] the 
equivalence class of (x1, .. ,xo). Put 
匂：=6/~, 
瓦：= {[x,, ... ,x1,xo] E気 Ixo = x} = q((Pol~) ー '({x})),
⑳ : ={[x,., .. ,x1,x] E Eu Ix,.=、:,.}= q(Gx), 
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where a topology or向 isthe quotient topology and consider瓦 andGu _as 
subspaces. A map元u 恥→X is defined by iiu(lx]) :=砂(x).The subset Gu 
is a group with a binary operation iu given by iu([x], [y]) := [x• y], a unary 
operation• -1 given by [x]―1 := [x-J, and an identity element [x]. A right action 
iiu: Eu x Gu→ Eu is de介nedby [x][y] := [x• y]. If [x][y] = [x] for ([x], [y]) E 
~u x Gu, then IY] = [x―J[x][y] = [x—]Ix] ~ [x]. Thus the action且uis fre. Since 
Gu isthe subspace of Eu, l1x1 = ideu : Gu → （恥）x = Gu 1s a homeomorphism 
A translation function Tu : Eu xx Eu→ Gu is defined by Tu([x], IY]) := [x―● y]. 
A map Pu: 6 xx Eu→ Eu is defined by Pu(x, [y]) := [x• y]. For any (x, [y]) E 
6 xx Eu, 
Pu(x―, Pu(x, [y]) = [x― ● x• 汁=[y]. 
Similarly, we have (九）XO (尻）、•― =id(Eu) , and consequently (Pu lx-= 
P研）
((Pu入）―1.For (x, [y]), ¥z])E (6 xx Eu) x Cu, we have 
Pu(x, ly][z]) = [x• y• z] = [x• y][z] = F'u(x, [y])lz] 
A map礼;tL・ :恥厄u→ X is defined by加/u([Ix]) :=託([x]) (se 
Section 2). Since for ([xi, [y]) E恥 xcぃ
iu(lx][y]) = pェ (x•y) = Px(x) = iu(lx]), 
祁;G,・iswell-defined. Suppose further that X is 6-connected. A map su : X 
→ 瓦／伽 isdefined as follows. Let y E X and x E気．、,.Then put su(y)・＝
［恥(x,Ix])]= lx]. We can see su = (礼ICし．）ー1.For simplicity, we denote by 
q「Eu(resp. 伽） the restriction 17:i lql気.,,1(resp. c)ql6J Similarly, we denote 
the restrictions 
屁x. -17:u I(qr ti) 2 le.r,I<) Xや Xxj.,J
and 
6x、,tしl(id5X qf t)lexx6.r,1.,1 
simply by (q「tJ2ftuxxEvand (ide.xqft!)fexxtu_respectively. We have a 
sufficient condition for maps 元ぃ iu, 且u,Tu, and Pu to be continuous. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Suppose that X and恥 areHausdo,jf spaces, X is 6-
connected and has the weak wpology with respect to a countable compact coven.ng, 





q「Gu:6.、・ → Gu, 
庫）2「i':ux.rCu:6、¥'x{.¥'}Xx 6、l'x{.r}→ 恥 xx且．
(idG X仇）「ex.心u: 6 xx Gxx{ヽ｝→ 6 Xx鯰
q「i':uxqfcu:6、l'x{.ヽ}x6., → 瓦 x仇
(qに）2: 6.、:X 6.、・ → ⑳ x気
- -are iden叩cations.In particular, Gu isa lopological qroup, and nu, pし.,Tu, and 
p u are continuous. 
PROOF. Since 6xx{x} isclosed in G and~ 戸(q(Sxx{x))= Sxx{ヽ）， from
Lemma 2. l, qf Euis an identification. Similarly, qf Ge is an identification. 
From Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8, (qf£)2, idec x q「iし,', qf i: しxqf仇， and (qfcし尺 are 
identifications. Again, from Lemma 2.1, we can see that (qに）2 r紅x.duand 
(ic/G X qrt)rex,.i:u are identifications. Since託 oq「f.,;_=pッ、16xヽ¥.,¥'勧 iscon-
I -tmuous. Similarly, we can see that・-, 肋， Tu,and Pu are continuous. 口
By a straightforward argument, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let (n, G, P, u)E C(X, x, S)。Then,the jo/101ving conditions are 
equwalent: {i)冗"=冗， {i)か =G, and {ii) Pに=P
Maps Su, 恥，励，九， and祝 andthe quadruple (元ぃ仇，尻，1、¥'])have the 
folowing properties. 
p ROPOSITION 8.5. (1) IfU E咋（△x) (Defi"nition 4.2), then su is conunuous. 
(ii) Suppose that G is a topoloqical u . woup and - T 虹μぃ u,and Pu are 
（ 
- -
continuous. Then (元u,Gu, Pu, [xi) E C(X, x, G)。ifand only if su is 
contmuous. In Lhis case, if U E Yxi (!:,x), then訪 isa lotct!ly ・ ・ trwial
Gu-bundle. - -
ii) Suppose thaL (元u,Gu, P_u, l:D E C(X, x,G)。fj・呪邸Iqf c are 
identifi cations . 'IJ , then (元u,Gu, Pu, [入])ts ihe strony holonomy reduction o 
itself. f 
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即OOF.Firstly, we show (i) and (i). IfU E ダ入•2(い）， from Proposition 
4.2 I , Po Gx,i., 1s an identification. Then, since -~u o PO')ls}(.'.{xl _= qど。q「Ev's"is 
continuous, and we obtain (i). Under the assumption that冗u1s continuous, su is 
伽 ．continuous if and only if元u! 1s a homeomorphism. Then, from Lemma 2.3, 
we obtain (i). 
Secondly, we show (ii). Note that恥IFu(-,[x])= q「Evand ct>i'i I(尻）lx = 
q,:.,il(恥）• By the definition, if (元u)lxl,<1炉I,んfu訟）1,1,[x]) EC(X,x,S)。,it is
the strong holonomy reduction of (元ぃGu,Pい[xi).For [x] E仇 since [x] = 
f u([xl,Fu([x), [x]) E①l叫 wehave Cu= <!)ix]_ From Lemma 8.4, (元u)団cl)トI,
幻 (£,;);,1'[xi)= (元u,cぃPい [xi)and this complete the proof. 口
In particular, from the viewpoint of a holonomy reduction, we obtain the 
folowing proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8.6 (cf. [ I 4]). Lei X be a polyhedron of a countable connected 
simplicial complex K in the iveak topology and元Kthe universal bundle. Then, 
(i:K, GK, PK, !vol) is the strong holonomy reduction of itself. 
PROOF. Put UK:= U註 Kirix jrl, and 匂：＝〈UK〉 Notethat X is a 
Hausdorf space. As we have already seen in Example 7.1, X has the weak 
topology with respect to a countable compact covering {lrl Ir EK}, X is 
匂 -connected,U人，Eダ入,2 (△ x), and匂 is a closed set in xu. From Lemma 
3.2 in 114], 瓦 =E人， isa Hausdorff space. Thus, from Propqsition 8.3, 
如＝公 isa topological group, 弘＝加 isa principal GK-bundle, and PK E 
釦砂（元K,匂）GK. Moreover, from (i) in Proposition 8.5, ~ suK 1s cont111uous. 
Then, from (i) in Proposition 8.5, (元K,G応礼[vol)E C(X,x, 匂）。 Byusing 
Lemma 2.1, we can see that q「:似・ and q「t,are identifications. Thus, from 
(ii) in Proposition 8.5, (五似f[ l K,v0) is the strong holonomy reduction of 
itself. □ 
As we have already mentioned, an object which is the holonomy r~duc!ion of 
itself isnot necessarily an initial object. While, ifthe quadruple (元u,GぃPい[x])
defined above is the strong holonomy reduction of itself, then it isan initial 
object. 
THEOREM 8.7. ff ti・1equndruple (元u,GぃPu,[x]) is the strong holonomy 
reduction of itself, then i is an initial object in C(X, ふ6)
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PROOF. Let 仇G,P, u) E C(X,、r,5)。and (x,x,,_1. --• ,、~-, '、,) E Ker(Pu) . 
Then, 
[x, X1-I; , ・ , Xt:x] = (和）iヽ・!(x,x, ,ー,.. ,x1,x) = Ix], 
that is, (x,x,,_1, .. ,xi,x) ~ x. By the definiuon of ~, there exists m EN U {O} 
= x such that for any j E and a sequence (x, x, ーI, .., Xt :X) = XQ, XI : .., X,
{ I . , m} at least one of the following cond1t1ons hold: ，
(1) there exist k EN and i E { l, ..,k} such that 
Xj-1 = (Yk, .. , y,, Yo), xi= (Yk, -・ ・,)';, ・ ・ ・ ・Y1, Yo) 
and y; = Yi-I or Y;+1 = Y、ー1,or 
(2) there exist k e N and i e { l, .. , k}such that 
XjーI=(Yk,--,Y;,--,Y1,Yo)- X1 = (.Fk-----J'I-J'O) 
and y; = Yi-I or yぃ=Yi-I・ 
In case (1), whether y; = y;.-1 or y仕1= f;-J, we have 
P(x1-1, u) = P((Yk, . ・、v,Yo), u) 
= ( P(Yk•)知tlo .. o Pc,、., ..、)o Pc,•,. ,r, ,Jo・・・o Pc,..,.0))(u) 
= (P(n. た iJo .. o P(y, ・1・）， ,ー)o. • • o P(.,•,.,ro))(u) 
= P((Yk, .. ,};, .. ,Yi,yo),u) = P(x1.u). 
In case (2), we get P(x1_,,u) = P(x1,u) by a similar computation lo that of case 
(l). Then, we have 
P(xo, u) = P(x, u) =・ ・ = P(x, u) = u 
Thus (x, x,_ 1, ... , x1, x)E Ker P", that is, Ker(尻）[xi c Ker P". Then, from 
Theorem 7.1, there exists a unique morphism (h"ド!,1/xl):(元ぃGu,Pい [xi)→
仇G,P,u). 口
As a corollary, we obtain Theorem 5.1 in [ 14).
COROLLARY 8.8 ([ 14, Theorem 5.1 ]). Let X be a polyhedron of a countable 
connected simplicial complex K in the weak 10poloqy and加・広→ X the 
universal bundle (principal GK-bundle). Then, for any topological woup G, any 
focally lriviul G-bundle n:: E→ X is associated 1vi1h和．
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PROOF. From Proposition 8.6, (五瓜PK,[vol) is a strong holonomy re-
duction of itself. Thus from Theorem 8.7 - -）（元K,GK, PK, [vol) is an initial object 
in C(X,vo, 匂）• On the other hand, from Theorem 5.2 in f 14]) there exists 
w E SF(rc, 凶）c・Then (r, G, P竺u)E C(X且匂）。,where u E£ し0. Thus there 
(/ - -exists a u111que morphism 1,p)・（虹 GK,PK,[しo])-+ (re, G, P竺u).Therefore n 
1s associated with加 byp. 口
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